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The purpose of this study was to examine two Winnipeg independent schools, each

operational well before the inception of provincial funding to independent schools, and

to analyze the effects if any indeed exist, of such funding.

Finances, stafñng, programming, student admission policies, school cultures and

autonomy were considered integral aspects of each school, thus were considered in

determining conclusions regarding increased government funding.

Most of the data for this study were collected by interviewing "key people" within

each school. These included Board members, principals, teachers, parents, alumni and

other individuals considered to be influential in the school communities.

The researcher also conducted interviews with a number of individuals who had

attended these schools at various intervals in the funding process and who were therefore

able to provide valuable insights into the complete picture of school culture.

Other data were collected from relevant documents, pertinent correspondence and

school records.

The research essentially revealed that while changes have occurred and are

apparently occurring in independent schools, many of these are due to forces other than

increased government funding. While the government funding is undoubtedly welcome

and is proving to aid many of Winnipeg's independent schools, it is unlikely that it will

have a tremendous impact on the independent school system in general.

ABSTRACT
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Significance of Study

The past century has marked significant changes to both the public and independent

school systems in Manitoba. One of the most noteworthy may be considered the

development of the provincial government's policy regarding public funding to

independent schools, which will be traced later in this thesis. In 1895, Manitoba Premier

Greenway claimed that resources were simply not available to support what he deemed

an inefficient and unnecessary Roman Catholic separate school system. Almost 100 years

later, on March 7, 1990, Manitoba Premier Gary Filmon announced through his Minister

of Education Len Derkach that the government would increase its funding to the

independent schools of the province to 80 percent of the funding given to public schools.

While this increase is to be phased in over a period of several years, it is a departure

from government policy which up until fairly recently has been not to offer public

funding to independent schools.

The issue of public funding to independent schools in Manitoba has been a

contentious one since 1890, when funding was initially refused to any independent schools

of this province. Although the Roman Catholics have had a legal right to full funding for

their schools according to the Remedial Order-in-Council issued by the government of Sir

Charles Tupper in 1895, (Appendix 1) they have not received any direct financial support

until recently. Further, while a Royal Commission on education undertaken in 1959

under the leadership of Dr. R. O. MacFarlane recommended that atl Manitoba

independent schools receive government grants in the amount of 80 per cent of that

CIIAPTER ONE

THE ISSIJE IN QI]ESTION
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awarded to public schools, these recommendations were not adopted. It was not until

1978 that independent schools began to receive any direct funding from the provincial

government, and it was not until 1990 that a Manitoba government committed itself to

support independent schools in the amount of 80 percent of that given to public schools.

This thesis will attempt to clarify the implications of this amount of public funding

to independent schools for the citizens of this province, all of whom will feel its effects

either directly or indirectly. "Private schools serve an important public purpose of

educating a small but not insignificant number of children, and thus contribute to ensuring

the public good through an educated citizenry" (Dirks , 1987, p.55). And, if
government funding helps ensure the viability of independent schools, some would say

that it is in fact in the general public's best interest to offer funding at the level it is being

offered, as the cost of doing so is relatively not as high as the consequences of not

funding them may be.

If all of the approximately 10,000 chitdren in the independent schools would

enter the public school system, the cost would be much greater to the

provincial government than the funds which the independent schools receive

at this time (Brock, 199I, p.6).

It is therefore in the public's interest to be aware of what is taking place in independent

schools, not only because it is helping finance these schools' operation, but because the

graduates of these schools will be part of society.

Working Definition of Terms and Abbreviations

These are ostensibly two "orientations to schooling", and these are described in

various ways by various educational theorists. Coleman and Hoffer describe these as
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public schools, which are "designed to open broad horizons to the child, transcending the

limitations of the parents" (1987, p.3), and which serve as "an instrument of society and

common culture" (L987, p.23), and private schools, which serve as "an extension of the

family and its particular culture" (1987, p.23) and which reinforce the family's values.

The Manitoba Education Administration Act Chapter E 10, part 1 defines private

school as "any school, other than a pubtic school, which provides a curriculum and a

standard of education equivalent to that provided by the public schools. " Dirks (1987 ,

p.55) defines public schools in the following way:

Public schools are distinctive and uniquely different from private schools

in that they are accountable to the public through trustees elected by the

citizenry at large and they are universally accessible to the public. Public

schools are the means chosen by society to ensure that all children, with no

exceptions, will receive adequate education and will have an equal

opportunity to that education.

The term "independent" will be used throughout this thesis (except in direct quotes)

to refer to a school which has been formed and is used by people who, for whatever

reason do not wish have their children attend the public school system. Although the

term "independent" is essentially interchangeable with the term "private", the former

carries less of an elitist connotation than does the latter. In fact,

private schools should not be called private schools, according to the Roy

White committee on revisions to Manitoba school law. Private schools

should, instead, be called independent schools (Dafoe, L993, p.A8).

Government funding may include per capita grants, subsidized tuition fees,
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operating, building, renovation or salary grants and property tax exemptions.

The following is a list of terms which may appear frequently and which are

therefore abbreviated :

BH Balmoral Hall School: independent girls' school, located in downtown

Winnipeg, considered exclusive by many due to high tuitions in grades

kindergarten through 12.

BJE Board of Jewish education: Sub-board of the Winnipeg Jewish

Community Council, responsible for overseeing the operation of

Winnipeg's Jewish/Hebrew parochial schools.

BNA Act British North America Acr of 1867

MACST Manitoba Association of Catholic School Trustees: body made up of

representatives of Manitoba's Catholic schools.

MAST Manitoba Association of School Trustees: Representative organization

for Manitoba's elected public school trustees.

MFIS Manitoba Federation of Independent Schools: Umbrella organrzation for

a number of Manitoba's independent schools.

NDP New Democratic Party: One of Manitoba's three largest political parties.

SJR Saint Johns Ravenscourt: independent school located in Fort Garry; boys

grades one through 12, girls grades eight through twelve; considered

exclusive by many due to high tuitions; under patronage of Her Majesty,

Queen Elizabeth.

SNC Special Needs Committee: sub-committee of the Winnipeg Jewish

Community Council, struck for the purpose of examining the situation

of Winnipeg's special needs Jewry, including all aspects of its education.



WJCC \üinnipeg Jewish Community Council: central body responsible for

management of the affairs of Winnipeg's Jewish Community.

Statement of Problem

Independent schools have traditionally functioned according to the particular

philosophies upon which they were founded. Of the 95 independent schools operating

in Manitobain 1993 - 94, 40 have opted not to accept government funding, as they prefer

to continue to operate as they wish. They believe that "When you're given grant money,

the government expects to exert some control ... so [they] don't accept government

money" (Santin, 1992, p.818). These schools may choose not to employ provincially

certified teachers exclusively, and may not follow provincially approved curriculum. The

other 55 independent schools have accepted external regulations as a consequence ofthe

80 percent funding. This thesis will examine the changes which those involved with

government-funded independent schools may anticipate over the next several years as the

funding is phased in. It will look at the possible impacts of substantial, direct

government assistance on the operational practices and cultures of some Winnipeg

independent schools.

Background of the Problem

"At the time of Canada's Confederation in 1867, a pattern of publicly supported

denominational (Protestant and Roman Catholic) schools was firmly in place and was

given constitutional protection. " (Erickson, 1986, p.99) The British North America Act

of 1867, section 93, provided stipulations to the Provincial Legislatures such that laws

made in relation to education must be subject to specific provisions. Among these

provisions was one which essentially protected school systems as they were prior to 1867.

t2

the
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Section 93, part one, states that "nothing in any such law shall prejudicially affect the

Right or Privilege with respect to Denominational Schools which any class of persons

have by Law in the Province at the Union." (BNA Act. 1867). The same provision

appeared in the Manitoba Act of 1870, section22.

Although the educational system in Manitoba was originally denominational or

confessional, with both Protestant and Roman Catholic public schools in operation prior

to confederation, the minority Catholic schools were not legally guaranteed provincial

funding. Following the passage of the Manitoba Act of 1870, the practicality of the two

systems was challenged by the government, largely due to the fact that an increasing

majority of the population was Protestant (Giles and Proudfoot, 1984, p.18). Changes

were gradually implemented in the educational system, eventually resulting in the

allocation of school grants on a proportion of population basis, leaving the Roman

Catholics with less and less, as Protestant immigrants increased in number.

By 1890, there were only 91 Roman Catholic separate public schools as opposed

to 628 Protestant and/or non-sectarian schools in the province. As Johnson (1968, p.g4)

explains, the government of the day began to favor a single, non-sectarian school system

for several reasons. Among these were the government's desire to build a more

economical and unified system, to assimilate new immigrants more successfully and to

separate church and state further. As a result of the passage of the Act Respecting the

Department of Education and the Act Respecting Public Schools of May, 1890, the dual

system was abandoned and replaced by a single public system.

The effect of these acts was to repeal all of the previous acts respecting

education in Manitoba; to totally deprive the Roman Catholics of their



separate condition in regard to education; to merge their schools with those

of the Protestant denominations and to require all members of the Province

of Manitoba, whether Roman Catholic, Protestant or other denomination to

contribute through taxation to the support of what were therein called public

schools, but which were in reality a continuation of the Protestant schools

which existed prior to union in 1870 and thereafter from 1870 - 1890.

(Maclnnes, 1986).

Following a failed attempt on the part of the Roman Catholic community to save

its school system through the Manitoba courts, it sent a petition to the Governor General

of Canada (see Petition #5727, 1892, Appendix 1) in accordance with section 93, part

three of the BNA Act, which placed the education rights of religious minorities under the

protection of the Federal authorities (Johnson, 1968, p.118). The issue created much

controversy in the government, and following hearings at both the Supreme Court and

British Privy Council levels, and in accordance with section 93 partfour of the BNA Act,

the government of Sir Charles Tupper issued Remedial Order-in-Council #PC834 to the

government of Manitoba (Appendix 1). This Order-in-Council allowed the Roman

Catholic community the "right to share proportionately in any grant made out of public

funds for the pu{pose of education." (Remedial order-in-Council, 1895).

Had the government of Manitoba adopted the Remedial Order, it would have

immediately reintroduced a Roman Catholic separate public school system which would

have entitled Manitoba Catholics not only to share in available funds, but to be exempt

from paying school taxes in addition to tuition fees. However, Manitoba Premier

Greenway ignored the Order, claiming that resources were simply not available to support

L4
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what he deemed an inefficient and unnecessary Roman Catholic Separate school system.

Following years of controversy over the issue, Greenway's governmentreached an accord

with the Laurier government in 1897. Under the Laurier - Greenway (or Laurier -

Sifton) agreement three main conditions were set out: a) if sufficient numbers wished it,

religious teaching would be given in public schools between three-thirty and four o'clock

by clergymen or authorized teachers; b) a proportion of Roman Catholic teachers equal

to that of Roman Catholic children would be employed; and c) (a condition which when

repealed in 1916 had a significant impact on the education system in Manitoba) when ten

of the pupils in any school spoke the French language or any language other than English

as their native language, the teaching of said pupils would be conducted in French or such

other language, and English upon the bilingual system (cited in Johnson, 1968, p.95).

This meant that instruction would be delivered partially in English and partially in either

French or the other native language. The school system continued in this manner for

many years.

In 1959, Dr. R.O. MacFarlane was commissioned to examine the situation of

schooling in Manitoba. Among his recommendations was one which stated that "private

and parochial schools should receive government grants in the amount of 80 per cent of

that which public schools received, through a Private School Grants Commission which

would receive the grants and dispense them " (cited in Johnson, L968, p.173). While this

amount of funding did not immediately materialize, the Act to Amend the Education

Department Act and the Public Schools Act of 1965 were proclaimed. In essence, these

Acts provided for what was referred to as 'shared services privileges', which initially

enabled independent schools to share facilities and instructors for various programs.
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These privileges eventually evolved into direct payments to independent schools to enable

them to provide such programs in their own schools, with their own staffs.

The law was formally amended in 1978 to allow direct payment of per student

grants toindependent schools, contingent upon teachers having currentprovincial teacher

certification and upon the curriculum meeting Department of Education standards. A sum

which initially began at $480.00 per student is set in 1993 at $2,141, or approximately

63.5 percent of the grant awarded to public schools per student. This sum will continue

to increase until it reaches a figure equal to 80 per cent of the amount the provincial

government grants to public schools. The initial plan for implementation called for

increments of four and one half per cent to be given over each of the following three

years, and three per cent thereafter until 80 per cent funding is reached. This plan has

temporarily been put on hold, with funding frozen at 63.5 percent due to the recession

and the lack of money available for education in general. In a compensatory move, the

government is allowing a grant of $63.50 per pupil in independent schools to provide

access to high incidence programs (i.e. aides, enrichment etc.). (See Appendix 2 for

complete text of the Shared Services Regulation 149190 and the Private Schools Grants

Regulation 150/90).

Manitoba's funded independent schools educate approximately five per cent of

Manitoba's students. Of these, 9,773 attend the 45 schools which belong to the Manitoba

Federation of Independent Schools (MFIS) (See Appendix 3 for a complete list of funded

independent schools). The MFIS, incorporated on December IL, 1974, is an umbrella

organzatton for those Manitoba independent schools which offer "any portion of the

provincially approved program kindergarten through grade 12, and which subscribe to
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the Mission statement, goals and objectives of the MFIS fnc. " Membership in the MFIS

is five dollars per student, for which the independent schools gain a formal association

and a lobby to the provincial government. The MFIS encourages its member schools to

meet Department of Education standards in curriculum, to employ provincialty certified

teachers, and to establish communication with public school Boards of Education.

The MFIS, which essentially had no legal basis for requesting increased public

funding for its schools, had to approach and lobby the government tactfutly. An affiliate

of the MFIS, the Manitoba Association of Catholic School Trustees (MACST), working

toward the same end as the MFIS, was in a different position due to the Remedial Order-

in-council of 1895 which gave it more of a legal advantage. The MACST was not

seeking the establishment of a separate Catholic school system in Manitoba, to which it

was entitled according to the Remedial Order-in-Council, but the 80 per cent funding for

all independent schools recommended by the MacFarlane Commission. This position

expedited the offer of 80 per cent funding to all independent schools in the province

which qualified, which likely would have otherwise had little chance of matenalizing as

quickly as it did. The latter is indeed the policy adopted most recently by the Manitoba

government in regard to education. Now all independent schools, regardless of religious

orientation, can look forward to receiving 80 per cent funding before the end of the

decade, if that is indeed their wish.

The provincial government's decision to increase funding is very likely to bring

signifrcant changes to Manitoba's independent schools over the next few years. These

potential changes are the focus and subject of this thesis.



REVIEW OF THE LITERATT]RE

The Focus of the Literature

There is an abundance of literature dealing with many aspects of independent

schools worldwide. The issue of public funding of independent schools is widely

debated, but for the most part in terms of whether or not such fr¡nding is justified and in

terms of the pros and cons of both the public and independent school systems. Literature

reviewed for the purpose of this thesis centers mainly on the elements of independent

schools which are most likely to be affected by the increase in provincial government

funding to 80 per cent. In Manitoba's case, 80 per cent funding for independent schools

has been promised, and should be fully in effect by the end of the decade. As the

purpose in this literature review is not to delve into the debate about funding Manitoba's

independent schools, the rationale for beginning to do so initialty will be dealt with

briefly as a matter of background, and the main focus will be on the implications and

effects of such government funding on these schools.

Additionally, u lot of the literature deals with the mechanics of dealing with

funding independent schools in a very broad sense as opposed to on the level of the

individual school. However, because this thesis focuses on the long and short term

implications of increased funding on the internal operations of individual independent

schools, it is important not only to review the literature on the macro level, but also to

attempt to do so on the micro level.

The Public Funding of Independent Schools: Rationale

Where independent schools receive public funding, it may take any one of a
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number of different forms, such as concessions on certain government charges;

exemptions, rebates or deductions on taxes; or special grants and subsides (Durston,

1989, p.239). Currently in Canada, five of ten provinces offer some form of public grant

to independent schools (Bezeau, 1989, p.1,9Q. These include British Columbia, Alberta,

Saskatchewan, Manitoba and euebec.

Traditionally, schools which operated independently of thepublicly operated school

system have found funding to operate through independent means such as school tuitions,

privately set up foundations or bequests, or fundraising campaigns. The notion of using

public monies to augment independent school funding is based on the underlying belief

that parents have a right to choose the type of education they give their children, and that

the "state should support this right', (Shapiro, 19g5, p.9).

Alternative forms of schooling must be provided to the parents so that

freedom of choice may be exercised with respect to the varying views about

the nature of human beings and the meaning and purpose of life. However,

there is no freedom and there are no rights in a demo cracy when there is

a penalty attached to exercise that freedom and those rights. What is the

penalty? Simply stated - pay your educational tax dollars to the province;

pay your educational property tax dollars to the school division, but you

have no right to a single dollar of your tax money to operate your

independent schools (Doornbos, L989, p.7).

Boyd and Cibulka (1989, p.1) argue that individuals cannot be coerced into accepting ,,the

state's orthodoxy" in matters so closely related to the well-being and happiness of their

children and family. They point out that many have come to see private schools as
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legitimate providers of social requirements that are public in purpose and which therefore

can legitimately be funded. Brown (1989, p.64) summarizes the importance of choice

in education:

The rapid growth of private schools at a time when public school

enrolments have been declining and the growth in public funding of private

schools when funds for public education are being curtailed is evidence of

the rising importance of the goal of free choice in education. The goal of

publicly funded school systems in a democratic society should be to give

each person, regardless of any condition which causes variation in their

individual needs, an equal chance to develop their potential through

education.

The MFIS (1984, p.6) further states that "freedom requires alternatives from which to

choose, including the alternative of one's commitment that offers excellence through

competition among students and schools as an alternative to a monolithic system."

In the Report of the Commission on Private Schools in Ontario (1985, p.9),

Shapiro summarizes what he perceives as three other main reasons for the public funding

of independent schools. He cites the fact that these schools provide an important public

service by schooling the students enrolled. Shapiro continues to explain that independent

schools often offer high quality education at relatively low cost per student. This notion

is further explained by Erickson, et al. (L979, p.13), who state that greater cost-

effectiveness can be achieved through the selective admission process and thus the

weeding out of potential problems before they occur. Finally, Shapiro delves into the

issue of the "double taxation" experienced by parents who choose to send their children
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to independent schools, and who must pay both independent school tuition fees and

education taxes in support of publicly funded schools. Shapiro contends that this is an

unfair burden for parents who make a choice of one school system over another, and

suggests that "while education should be public in its finance and opportunity structure,

it need not be exclusively public in its organrzation" (Shapiro, 1986, p.267). In this

province, the MFIS (1984, p.6) has asserted that

the parents and students of independent schools are also part of the

Manitoba public - are also part of the Manitoba population - and as such

have an equal entitlement to the benefits of their education tax dollars.

Further, parents of chitdren in independent schools pay their full share in

support of education in Manitoba.

The Character of the Independent School

Apart from the conventionally accepted differences between the two types of

schooling described, there are some underlying principles which meritparticular attention

in the discussion of independent schools, to facilitate comprehension of what truly may

be affected in an individual school as a result of increased government funding. In order

to clarify how the initial list of such possible implications of increased government

funding on independent schools was derived, it would be useful to provide a basic model

of the independent school, to explain how it is generally orgarnzed, and therefore how

it may be affected by changes to the system.

To begin, it is important to note that not all independent schools are organized

along religious lines, and that of those which are, many are not connected directly to a

particular parish or religious group. Equally, not all students attending religious
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independent schools are of the faith to which their school adheres. What then attracts

parents to choose independent schools? Coleman and Hoffer (1987, p.9) assert that it is

both an agreement with the educational philosophies and values projected, as well an

attraction to belong not to an impersonal building from which knowledge is transmitted,

but to a "functional community" from which the philosophies, values and cultures exuded

complement the consequent knowledge transmitted, and at times even surpass it in
importance, as they spill over into the daily lives of the school clientele.

The school is based on a certain value system established initially according to the

philosophies of its founders, and the particular and unique culture it transmits to the

students and families it services is reinforced and reciprocated by the families outside the

school. Independent school supporters contend that there has traditionally existed a

consistency in the value system for this reason and that therefore there is often less

conflict than in the public school system. The notion of the independent school as a

functional community is of great importance to this study, as the very essence of that

community may be one of the things at stake when 80 per cent funding is implemented

tully.

Coleman and Hoffer outline three constraining factors facing independent schools

as "type of student enrolled, financial resources and expenditures, and school size. The

type of student deals with variables such as "family income, parental education, race and

ethnicity, family structure, and parental and student educational aspirations", which all

have been shown to have important consequences on the organi zation of schools (lgg7 ,
p.29). The financial resources have "strong implications for how the school is staffed

and on the programs the school is able to offer" (1987, p.37). "One consequence of
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school size is the set of constraints on curricular and extracurricular diversity" (lg17,

p'37). This includes influences on programs offered, student-teacher relationships, extra-

curricular activities and parental involvement.

A main focus of independent schools is the notion of values or ethos and

community. While dealing neither with the question of funding directly nor specifically

with the question of independent schools, Grant's The World We Created at Hamilton

High (1988) provides some valuable insights into what indeed sets many independent

schools apart and what may therefore have the potential to change. One of the major foci

of Grant's book is on the ethos of a school, which he describes as "the sharing of
attitudes, values, and beliefs that separate individuals into a community" (l9gg, p.ll7).
Grant continues that "it is the way that the teachers and staff exercise their intellectual

and moral authority that critically shapes the ethos of the school" (l9gg, p.l2l), but

raises the concern that "increased accountability could mean a shift of traditional forms

of authority to more bureaucratic forms of control within the school" (19gg, p.l2g). This

is something which could most definitely cause change in

particularly in light of calls for greater accountability to both

public by these schools.

Grant points out that "The private school differs from the public school in that it
is less regulated by the policy matrix that restricts public school officials" (l9gg, p.lg0).

He describes the policy matrix as that which "establishes the official world within which

a school exists" (1988, p.125). It is the official world of the independent school which

prior to government funding was created and maintained solely by those in control of the

independent school (and which therefore was completely unique to any particular school)

an

the

independent school,

government and the



that seems most likely to be affected on a micro level

school.

An interesting observation is that "only the private school has a public - that is,

in order to survive and to draw in tuition, it must be in dialogue with its public about the

nature of both the moral and the intellectual life of the school. " (Grant 19gg, p.4). If
independent schools are to be affected by increased government funding in the sense that

they will no longer be as reliant on tuition to remain functional, what will happen to this

dialogue? It would seem that one of the features which makes the independent school

unique may be in jeopardy. If one considers that a possible breakdown of communication

with parents may in turn lead to a possible breakdown of communication with students,

then the likelihood of a breakdown of the school community becomes imminent. "If you

never communicate expectations to students, and you never give them a chance to practice

them, you aren't going to have much of a community". (Grant, l9gg, p.l0g).

Additionally, attracting students (and thus tuition dollars) has been dependent upon the

formation of bonds between the school leadership and "those who share the tradition or

value orientation the school represents". Once it becomes less crucial to find dollars, will

the strength or the importance of these ties also become less crucial?

The other thing on which Grant focuses in great detail is the ethos of a school

which indeed is what shapes the school community, and which can be decidedly different

from one school to another. He explains that "the ethos represents the enduring values

or character of the school community" and that "in the case of private school, it is the

ideals represented by the parents and founders of the school or of the agency, (for

example, the church), that took the leading role in its funding". (Grant, 19gg, p.L72).

24

in each individual independent
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Finally, Grant claims that a school with a strong positive ethos is one which "affirms the

ideals and imparts the intellectual and moral virtues proper to the functioning of an

educational community. " (1988, p.188), where intellectual refers to "skills, concepts, and

knowledge taught to students" and where moral refers to "the impact the school has on

their conduct, character, and moral beliefs". (1987, p.179). The ethos of a school is

shaped by numerous things, including: discþline (effectiveness and fairness); teacher

interest and expectations; student attendance, attitudes to teachers and peers; homework;

pride of school community in the school.

The policy of publicly funding independent schools raises many valid questions for

both parents and those in the community at large. While several of these concerns are

dealt with at length in the literature, it should be noted that much of the literature

addresses the issues from the point of view of the negative effects they may have on

independent schools as opposed to the general effects they may have. While each

concern raised undoubtedly points to the possibility of change of some kind, both in the

independent school system as a whole, and in the individual world of each independent

school, these changes need not necessarily be negative ones. This section will look at

how some of the issues may affect independent schools in general. Following this general

discussion, specific questions regarding the effects on individual independent schools will
be raised.

There are several possible ways in which 80 per cent funding might affect

IMPLICATIONS OF GOVERNMENT FI.INDING

ON INDEPENDEI{T SCHOOLS
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independent schools, and due to the evolving nature of this study, these became

increasingly evident as the data collection proceeded. There are the very obvious

influences which 80 per cent funding will have on independent schools, about which

much has been written and which have received a great deal of attention. These deal

with the available resources and externally imposed regulatory elements. On another

level, there are the short and long-term effects which the increased funding will have on

the internal operation and ethos of individual independent schools.

Competition between Public and Independent Schools

It is unlikely that the predicted competition for resources that education would

undergo (MTS, 1982, p.28) was meant to have included competition between public and

independent schools. This concern was raised by Edwards, Fitz and Whitty (1989,

p.107) in their case study of public funding to independent schools in Britain. They claim

that a controversy arose about state aid to private schools there because of the perceived

contradiction of using government money to help maintain schools which compete with

those already provided out of pubtic funds. If, as some believe, 80 per cent funding to

Manitoba's independent schools will cause either an increase in the number of these

schools or in the number of students attending these schools, competition between the

public and independent systems may become an issue of greater importance. Dirks

(1987, p.62) point out that while the provision of additional funds to private schools could

result in some immediate shift in enrolment from public to private schools ... " it is highty

unlikely that any shift would be very significant. " He goes on to explain that "it is
reasonable to conclude that any increase in public funding to private schools... wilt likelv

not result in reduced public school enrolments.,'
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A somewhat different picture is painted by Lawton (1985, p. 9-10) who cites one

of the major implications of funding to independent schools to be the possibility of fewer

public schools. He qualifies this by stating that "as a rule, the greater the subsidy, the

greater will be the demand for private schooling, though this relationship may be affected

by regulations that could accompany funding. " Barman (1990, p. IÌ)concurs, explaining

that "the provision of funding (to B.C.'s independent schools) accelerated the trend of
increasing numbers of non-public school students and falling numbers of public school

students." will the shift toward pnvatization, spurred by an increase in government

funding of independent schools, ultimately pose a threat to the existence of the public

school system? Ensing (1984, p.5) suggests that this is not the case. Fowler (lgg7,
p.356), who has studied the situation in France, explains that adrop in enrolment due to

the public financing of independent schools is a possibility, but not a necessity. The

MFIS (1984, p.7) addresses this issue in terms of what has taken place over the past two

decades, and claims that there is little evidence to support fears of the proliferation of
independent schools which could drain funds, personnel and students from public schools.

The fact is that 95 percent of Manitoba youth is educated in the public

school system. As such, the argument that independent schools are

instrumental in the declining enrolments in some school divisions and

responsible for possible rural closings is without basis. It just is not so.

Statistics will show that the enrolment numbers reflect similar fluctuations

as the public schools have experienced in the 1970s and 1980s (Doornbos,

7989, p.2).

It remains to be seen, of course, whether the experience of independent schools

over the past 20 years will continue to be the experience of these schools in the future.

as the government funding they receive continues to increase.
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The question of competition also includes competition for government money.

Particularly in recessionary times, and as government funding to public education and

other social services continues to remain static or to be reduced, the controversy over the

funding of independent schools in this province will undoubtedly increase even further.

The following typify the feelings of many who feel that increased government funding is

perhaps not justifiable. "There's only so much money to go around - whatever of that

left for education is being fought over by the two systems - this is really unfortunate for

education in Manitoba. " (Teachers Fear Layoffs, 1991). Brenda l-eslie, lgg0 president

of the Manitoba Association of School Trustees (MAST), expressed the concern that the

income received by the public schools through their grants could essentially be surpassed

by the income received by independent schools, since the latter can augment its grants

through tuitions and other contributions (Mackenzie, 1990). Gury Doer, leader of the

Manitoba New Democratic Party (NDP), has called the increase in funding "immoral,

unnecessary and implausible" (Santin & Campbell, 1991). Sel Burrows, spokesman for

Choices, a coalition of several special interest groups, referred to the funding as ',welfare

for the rich" (Santin et al., l99l). Roman Yereniuk, a Winnipeg School Division trustee,

claimed that the funding given to just one of lVinnipeg's independent schools could pay

either the salaries of 40 - 45 division staff members or for repairs and upgrading of
division schools and facilities (Santin et al. , lggl).

We don't appreciate the kinds of increases [the private schools] have seen

in the last couple of years when Winnipeg School Division One saw a zero-

per cent increase.

We're asking them to turn the money back so it can help inner-city

children. They don't need it as much as the inner-city children (Rollason,

1991, p.5).
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Letters to the editor of one of Winnipeg's daily newspapers voice the concerns of

many taxpayers, represent the growing discontent of many of Manitoba's citizens and

statements such as: "To starve the public school system in order to divert public money

to private schools is not carrying out the government's mandate" (Woolston, 1990); ...

"to express my dismay and grave concern over recent funding decisions... I find it

incomprehensible that private schools ... will be receiving more than $l million ..."

(Cassidy, 1991).

The Question of Quality

There is a sense that the growing public interest in independent schools has more

to do with the public's concern about the quality, standards and reputation of education

than with the increase in funding being given to independent schools. Concerns over the

high costs of public school education in relation to quality and efficiency, coupled with

growing demands for excellence, diversity and choice have fostered new interest in

alternative systems (Boyd, 1987, p.183). Boyd (1989, p.149-158) states that one of the

problems is that too many public schools seem to have "erred in the direction of excessive

egalitarianism" thereby undercutting their academic standards and reputations. James

(1989, p-229) concurs to an extent when she says that while the public system is more

equal, it is perceived to be of lower quality than the independent system. However, she

also states (1989, p.217) that while some independent schools may accommodate tastes

for higher quality, average quality in the private sector cannot generally be considered

higher than in the public sector, and that the main benefits actually enjoyed include status

and prestige. Durston points out (1989, p.24I) that
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private schools are seen as establishing a bench mark against which

standards in the public schools can be assessed and monitored. They

challenge the public schools to be better. Whether justified or not, there is

a public perception of dectining standards of education and behavior in

public schools, of drab uniformity in public education, of disenchantment

and loss of confidence.

Other authors would argue that there is strong evidence to show that independent

schools do in fact produce better cognitive outcomes than public schools, and that

independent schools offer safer and more disciplined environments than do public schools

(Coleman, Hoffer & Kilgore, lgBZ, p.179).

The debate over quality of education will likely continue. However, while there

remains the possibility that any increase in independent school enrolment may be due to

the extension of provincial government funding, it may actually be attributed to society,s

desire to maximize the results of schooling by utilizing schools which it perceives to be

of better quality.

trtromogeneity Versus Heterogeneity

In a study of this nature, which is concerned with the direct effects of funding on

individual independent schools, certain questions should be looked at. A first, and

perhaps apparently obvious question is whether or not the school does indeed have a

homogeneous population to begin with now, and did it ever? If so, in what terms can

this homogeneity be described? How may it potentially be altered, and how and why has

it been altered in the past? Is the school's homogeneous (or heterogeneous as the case

may be) nature a vital aspect of the school's character and existence? How wiil the
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nature of the school community change if the makeup of the community/communities it
services changes?

In looking at the culture of many independent schools, it is likely that one would

find a certain degree of homogeneity within each school. This is not surprising due to

the fact that the basis on which many independent schools are formed to begin with is a

certain philosophy, ideology, ethnic or religious value system. It often follows that those

who choose to send their chitdren to a particular school do so because they adhere to the

basic premises on which the school is founded. Therefore, the population of a school of
this nature is often comprised of children whose families follow much the same thinking,

beliefs or values.

The notion of homogeneous schools is dealt with by Erickson et al. (lg7g, p.3g),

who describe them as being "dramatically different from heterogeneous ones', in terms

of: the goals which are set (which are usually more consistent); greater productivity due

to less conflict over fundamental issues; more cohesive parent groups due to a greater

commonality of interests; and greater motivation for self-actualization due to shared

theories and philosophies. They also point out (1979, p.50) that aid to independent

schools could cause a shift toward greater homogeneity in the public schools by virtue of
the fact that those with common beliefs may gravitate toward more easilv accessible

independent schools.

Shapiro (1985, p.23) agrees that this situation may occur, but raises a concern that

it may result in the public school system losing its capability to promote a pluralistic

society. This could potentially turn into a situation where public schools, which

according to some have a mandate to teach tolerance of those from different backgrounds
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and origins and with different languages and customs, will no longer be able to achieve

this particular goal @erthelot, 1988, p.23). Dirks (1987, p.59) explains that "there is an

assumption that private schools inadvertently or otherwise may invite intolerance,

misunderstanding and prejudice, and that public schools lessen prejudices and tensions

which may be precipitated through segregation. " Dirks (1987 ,p.55) takes this notion one

step further when he says that the trend to homogeneity may cause intolerance by students

of those who are different in any way, and may ultimately lead to the segregation of

various communities and cultures from each other. Shapiro (1986, p.266) concurs with

this theory, and points out that rather than acting in the best interest of society, the

homogeneity which may potentiatly be created by the independent school system may

simply exacerbate the divisions already present in society. The proliferation of

independent schools, which is a possibility due to increased government funding (Lawton,

1985, p.10) may erode what some view as the opportunity of the state to create "a sense

of community through the diversity which is found in schools" (Breitkreutz, 1984, p.9).

There has been evidence of this problem in Australia, where independent schools receive

a very high amount of government funding. Boyd (1987,p.188) discusses this in a recent

study, where he states that the present system of funding Australian schools tends to

reinforce the problems of elitism and social class distinctions. This, he says, makes state

aid controversial despite acceptance of the principle of funding sectarian or independent

schools. Coleman et al. (1982, p.182) reinforce this theory when they claim that

independent schools are divisive along religious, ethnic, and racial lines. James (1989,

p.227) raises the fear that an increase in privatization will lead to an increase in the

segregation of socio-economic classes. Weiss (1989, p.20I), who has studied the
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financing of independent schools in what was formerly ÏVest Germany, has also found

that segregation may be a possible repercussion of such policies. The MFIS (19g4, p.7)

has taken the position that "structured diversity is a clear recognition that our society is

pluralistic and that our eduction system should be structured accordingly. " It believes

that Manitoba's independent schools are "no more divisive than one public school is from

another".

The Autonomy of Independent Schools

Is the receipt of aid actually the best alternative for independent schools, or will

it be accompanied by too many consequences which may be considered to be negative to

offset the positive monetary gains?

What, if anything, will ensure the independence of the independent schools? It is

very likely, particularly in light of current recessionary trends and in the light of current

budget cuts in the public school system, that the Manitoba government's decision to

increase funding to the province's independent schools will cause a call for added scrutiny

of independent schools. As Boyd (1987, p.193) points out, as state aid increases, state

regulation tends to increase, and in time the differences between public and private

schools begin to disappear. Boyd et al (1989, p.1) observe that with government funding

of independent schools, it will be difficult not only to draw what will be the invisible line

between public and independent schools, but whether even to acknowledge that it exists.

This, they say, will depend largely on social interests and ideologies. Erickson, et al

(1979, p.10a) go as far as to speculate that any existing differences may be diminished

or may in fact completely disappear with public funding. Barman (1990, p.3), in

describing the implications of public funding of British Columbia's independent schools,



states that "independent schools are no longer independent. Funding, and

respectability thereby obtained comes with a price tag. "

While these concerns may not affect all parents, they may deeply affect those who

have chosen the alternate school system for ideological, value-laden reasons. It would

also seem that those running the independent schools should be concerned about their

potential loss of control over school philosophy and programs, selection of staff, and

policies on the admission and/or expulsion of students (Shapiro, 1985, p.10). In fact,

"elite schools' enrolment policies toward visible minorities may likely be prohibited"

(Barman, 1990 p.31). Shapiro (1985, p.70) continues ro suggest that the loss of

autonomy of independent schools will also likely be felt in the areas of teacher

qualifications, academic standards and evaluation. Fowler (1987, p.357) goes as far as

to say that government aid to independent schools in France has led to the progressive

secularization of Catholic schools, and the regulation of things such as curriculum,

textbook choice, schedules, financial records and teacher evaluations. Barman (lgg0,
p'20) discusses how an increase in government funding to independent schools could

depend on "individual schools adhering to specific standards as to curriculum, teachers,

credentials and student assessment. " She goes on to describe how the British Columbia

government "has gone much further than it need do in exercising its oversight of non-

public education" (Barman, l9g}, p.20). Further, the notion that the future of
independent schools is no longer theirs alone to determine becomes an issue. ,,By virtue

of accepting funding, private schools have committed themselves in advance to whatever

new regulations the Ministry of Education may implement for the system as a whole',.

(Barman, 1990, p.25). In short, aid might not always be welcomed because of the
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realization that some elements of control would be

had free rein." (Brown, lgï2, p.aa$.

"Present day proponents of aid for private school... want aid but with few or no

strings attached" (Boyd, 1989, p.162). This scenario is unlikely to be realizedsince there

are principles and conditions which most often accompany funding. Independent schools

have to weigh the cost in terms of the effects of controls, limitations and calls for
accountability (which are a natural outcome of accepting funding) on their autonomy.

Not only would public financial assistance seem to undermine the independence

of independent schools, but it may also prove to cut holes in what has, over time,

developed into the very fabric of these schools. In a study of the implementation of
funding for independent schools in British Columbia (lg7g), Erickson, et al. pay close

attention to what they refer to as the issue of "Gemeinschaft", or the sense of community

which often exists in independent schools. They explain how, in times prior to public

funding, the stight but ever-present hint of jeopardy of survival provided the parents, or

the paying clients, with a greatincentive to bond together and work for the common good

of the school. Where funds were not available to staff a school adequately, those

employed there were doubly valued and committed to performing at an optimum level.

Students, aware that schools had the right to selective admissions and expulsions, valued

their positions in the school more highly. However, on a more positive note, public

funding could prove to be a boon to some independent schools which have faced severe

financial difficulties. Barman (1990, p.13) explains that such schools could use the extra

income to keep fees down "while making the schools more attractive through

improvement of deteriorating facilities and employment of paid teachers.,,
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The regulations and policy changes which will necessarily accompany high levels

of government funding will undoubtedly have a greatinfluence on the way the attitudes

of parents, teachers and students are formed. They may also cause a shift in values, with

external, extrinsic monetary incentives enhanced by the influx of public funds suppressing

the more intrinsic ones. Shapiro (1985, p.10) voices many of the same concerns, and it
seems likely that these will also present themselves in the Manitoba context. The MFIS

(1984, p.2) believes that because funding by the government will still fall short of the full
amount afforded to public schools, parents will still have a certain degree of financial

involvement. This, the MFIS hopes, will influence parents in a positive way to maintain

a degree of commitment and support for their respective independent schools.

The issue of the autonomy of independent schools raises some interesting questions

which could have extremely different answers depending on the schools to which they are

posed' For example, a school based entirely upon certain religious values may well be

concerned that its 'raison d'être' may be dramatically affected by a sudden influx of non-

religious students or of students of different religions. A small secular school may be

delighted to receive extra funding in order to be able to offer better programs, and may

welcome added guidance in the form of government regulations, whereas a large, well

established school may feel little effect in either area.

A question which must be asked of all participants in the study is what in their

view makes their school independent, and how if at all, they feel that this independence

may be altered for better of or worse.



The Media's Reaction to the Funding of rndependent schools

Not only will increased funding to independent schools cause a demand for

increased accountability to the government, but also "in the court of public opinion"

(Barman, 1990, p.22). Barman explains how in British Columbia, increased funding to

independent schools has encouraged the press to further monitor and critique a school

system which prior to funding functioned largely without being the target of much

attention. Not only have independent schools there become news, but "the press has

encouraged an image of private education as a panacea sadly inaccessible to ordinary

British Columbians" (Barman, 1990, p.22). This is something Manitoba,s independent

schools will have to consider, and which seems to be beginning already in this province.

Reports of cuts in government funding to the public school system, contrasted

repeatedly in the press with reports of increases in government funding to the independent

school system serve to raise public awareness of the situation and may serve to both

heighten public sympathy to the ptight of public schools and to increase public scrutiny

of independent schools.

Whether added media attention will be of any consequence at all, or whether it

may in fact be used in a positive manner by redirecting the focus which has often been

negative to one which individual schools can attempt to make more positive through

positive media relations remains to be seen. There is the possibility that independent

schools do not care how they are described in the media, and therefore will not channel

any energy into creating a more positive profile that way.
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Research Problem Restated

The purpose of this study was to investigate perceptions of how selected aspects

of certain independent schools in Manitoba might be affected by the increase in provincial

government funding to 80 per cent of that given to public schools, which is being phased

in over the next several years. Part of the study involved a look at how these aspects

have changed since direct funding was started and part involved a look at how they may

continue to change. It must be restated that the study was speculative as the full amount

of funding promised has not yet been awarded. Additionally, the questions which may

have been pertinent to one school may not be to another, and responses to the same

questions in some cases varied from one school to another.

It is likely that in relatively short order, much more will be written about the

effects of increased funding to independent schools not only on the global level, but also

about the effects on individual schools and their particular internal operations. Much

more will be learned about these effects as the funding is phased in and indeed once it

has been fully in place for some time.

The Nature of the Study

This thesis was exploratory in nature. Through the examination and description

of events and phenomena, results and hypotheses were presented as the study proceeded.

The anticþated changes initiated by public funding of independent schools were examined

through the study of two independent schools in Winnipeg, and the main focus centered

on both the short and long-term effects on the internal operation of these schools. While

CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY
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the study, strictly speaking, focused on only two independent schools in lVinnipeg, it may

provide a perspective on many of the common issues which have faced, which currentlv

face and which may in future face winnipeg independent schools.

The study involved more than one school in an attempt to paint a picture of what

is occurring in some of Winnipeg's independent schools, and in order to look at how

processes and outcomes are influenced by local contextual variables. The results have

the potential to be extremely diverse, due to the diverse natures of Manitoba's

independent schools. For the same reason, it is likely that the same aspects of different

schools will be affected differently as a result of 80 per cent funding.

A preliminary examination of independent schools suggested that there were many

important criteria which contribute to form the essence of these schools and which

therefore may be affected by any change to the system (including an increase in funding).

Only two schools were chosen in the interest of keeping the study manageable.

Elements such as size and age of school, religious orientation, availability of

financial resources and community service may each in some way influence the impact

that 80 per cent funding will have on a particular school. Equally, the elements which

may be affected will likely vary from school to school. These may include things such

as tuitions, school budgets, programs offered, enrolments, staffing, school characteristics,

cultures, and ethos.

DATA COLLECTION

Basic historical school information for each of the two studies conducted was

assembled from the study of relevant documents, reports, corïespondence, and secondary

sources. This information includes things such as school background and logistics,
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information about teaching staff, programming, and school policies. Each of the two

schools was identified through the use of pseudonyms, in order to protect the interests of

both the school and the interview subjects.

Following the establishment of the initial framework, the aspects of independent

schools which seem likely to change as a result of 80 per cent government funding were

examined through unstructured interviews of nine people directly involved with

independent schools.

These people were chosen on the basis of the nature of their involvement with

either of the particular independent schools in question, or with the independent school

system in general. The choice of whom to approach for interviews became evident as

the study of each school progressed. In most cases, requests for interviews which were

sent by mail were not as successful as requests made by telephone, and a number of

potential respondents ignored both attempts and were therefore not interviewed.

The nine people ultimately chosen for interviews included: one chairperson of the

board of directors of one religion's school system; one dean of a university faculty, who

was an MLA who also served as Minister of Education and who has children in the

independent school system; one school principal who, prior to becoming principal, taught

in the public school system; one alumnus of an independent school who currently plays

a major role in that school's fundraising operations; one teacher and former principal, one

alumnus, whose child is also an alumnus and who is currently an MLA involved in

government decision making; one vice princþal; one former president of the MAST, who

later had tremendous involvement with the fundraising aspect of one independent school

and then tremendous involvement in the negotiations between the MFIS and the Manitoba
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government; one former chairman of the board of directors of one religion's independent

system, whose children attended an independent school and who later formed part of the

negotiating team of the MFIS to the Manitoba government. All participants were familiar

with the independent school system and were therefore well equipped to respond to

questions posed. Because the issue being addressed dealt with change, it did not prove

to be an overly sensitive one in terms of voicing opinions and was not one which

provoked any kind of competition or malaise for participants.

The interviews conducted included questions about both the history and the future

of the schools in question, and respondents were asked to speculate in both qualitative and

quantitative terms. The initial questionnaire was based on information obtained from the

prelimary background studies. The answers to these questions were used to determine

some of the ways in which independent schools have changed since the inception of direct

public funding in 1978. It was clarified that the intent of these questions was to

determine how the issues raised may change immediately and over time as a consequence

of funding, as will the short and long term effects they will have on the individual school

in question, and therefore were to be answered in that tight.

Initial rnterview Questions for participants in the study

The following list represents the skeleton of questions used, and was intended to

serve as a point of departure to other questions which emerged as a result of

answers given. As a result, questions varied from interview to interview.

o It was explained to all participants that the questions posed were meant to

elicit their own views and opinions about certain issues.

ø Questions were posed in the context of whether or not changes experienced
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should be attributed solely to government funding, or whether they are due

to other issues.

1' Describe the evolution of the financial situation of the school since the

beginning of direct government funding.

2' How has/will a) the size and b) the makeup of the student body and staff be

affected by direct government funding?

3' What have been the major changes in programming in the school, and to what

are these due? Is added funding even an issue?

4' How has/will the added government regulation which accompanies funding

affect the school?

5' How and why have/will school objectives and/or philosophies change?

6' Has there been any marked change in school-parent relations in the past

number of years?

7 ' Describe in your experience, how school culture has been affected bv the

increase in funding. Is this a good thing or a bad thing?

8' Why is your school chosen over a public school? V/ill the increase in

government funding make it an even more attractive choice for parents?

9- what will keep the independent school independent?

Data Gathering

The following section will provide an outline of the data which were gathered.

Historical Data I Background

. Founders of School

. Motivating Factors of School Founding



. Initial Enrolment

. Enrolment at Beginning of Funding

. Events Leading up to the Funding

. Student admission/policies

The historical data was not difficult to collect, as the administrations of both

schools proved to be most open and helpful in terms of providing suggestions regarding

where to search for information.

The interviews, while not difficult to conduct, were somewhat difficult to

orchestrate. Some preliminary requests for interviews, which were carried out by mail

and followed up by telephone, were unanswered. In some cases, where phone contact

was made, promises of appointments went unfulfilled. Even with concrete times

scheduled' some respondents forgot or had to re-schedule due to unexpected conflict. In

many cases, the respondents were somewhat reluctant, felt that they were being of little

help to the study, and were therefore somewhat anxious to get through the interview

quickly. fn some cases, interviews were not used due to mechanical difficulties.

Because that being discussed was not of an overly sensitive nature, the interviews

were conducted in a very comfortable fashion and all of the respondents answered

questions candidly and without hesitation. In some cases, the respondents felt the need

to talk at length about things not completely related to the questions posed.

It was from the interviews that the categories of change in independent schools

were derived. Following the interviews, each were examined carefully for possible issues

related to change, and those issues which appeared repeatedly were classified as sections.
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In all, 23 different sections or areas ofinterest were apparent, and these are represented

in the following list:

. The right to choose

. Why are independent schools chosen

. An explanation of 80 percent funding

. Position of the NDP

. Enrolments

. Competition

. Admissions and subsidies

. Community politics

. BJE Campus

. Fundraising

. Parents

Balance of Support

Staff

Religion

School Philosophy and Objectives

Media

Elitism

Government Restrictions and Scrutinv

Accountability

Special Needs



. Culture

. What keeps the independent schools independent

' The effects on independent schools and public schools

Limitations

Due to the qualitative nature of this thesis, attempts at objectivity on the part of
both the interviewer and interviewees may give way to subjective answers and analyses.

Although efforts were made by the author to remain open-minded at all times, the

possibility of bias exists, due to having attended and taught at independent schools

exclusively and due to current involvement at a board level and through children who

attend a Winnipeg independent school. Further limitations exist simply due to the

speculative nature of the answers given, and due to the inevitable biases of the people

interviewed.

Availability of Completed Thesis

Provisions were made to make the data collected available for the perusal of
participants following the completion of the thesis. They were informed following the

interviews that the thesis will be available in the Department of Educational

Adminstration and the D.S. Woods Library, and that should any clarifications be

required, the author may be contacted. Further specific requests for results will be

accommodated.

Attitudes and Relationships (administration, staff, parents, students)

Analyses and Conclusions
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CIIAPTER FOUR

DATA ANALYSIS

History

The Background of School Number One

The history of Catholic schools for lay students dates back hundreds of years,

when the first school of this nature was founded. Although Catholic schools have

undergone many changes in policy, structure and method, their chief aim then and now

remains "the religious, moral and intellectual formation of youth".

School Number One, serves just over 500 students in grades nine through twelve.

Approximately one quarter of the student body is non-Catholic, made up of a variety of

backgrounds and faiths. School Number One was founded in the 1920s, at the initiation

and encouragement of the Archbishop of Winnipeg.

In the 1930s, the school moved twice, and at the time staff included twelve clergy

and four lay teachers for approximately 200 students.

In the 1960s, another move was made, and in the 1980s the school's first lay

principal was appointed. This appointment followed a publication which challenged the

school to attempt further collaboration with the laity in the school regarding policy-

making and administration, and essentially opened the door for change at the school.

In the mid 1980s, the religious community at the school, which had up until then

occupied 18,000 square feet of space for living quarters, moved from the school site to

a smaller residence close by. The newly available space was renovated to house new

classrooms and facilities for music, computers and counselling, and shortly after,

renovations were made to the Cafetorium.
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The program at School Number one is based on religion, respect and

responsibility and exists around four key components. While there is undoubtedly a

strong commitment to excellence in education, the process of learning and formation of
the student is equally important as the final recordable outcome. The spiritual and moral

aspects of the school's agenda are dealt with in consideration of the fact that apercentage

of the student body is not Catholic. What is expected is not a conversion to the Catholic

faith, but an understanding of it, coupled with an examination of the personal values and

religious commitment of each student and family involved with School Number One.

While academics are certainly important at School Number One, so too are the

numerous extra-curricular clubs and activities. It is intended and hoped that the

combination of these two aspects of "education" will afford the students the opportunity

to develop in leadership roles, to work with others and to maximi ze theuse of free time.

Athletics in general play a major role in the life of the school, and visitors to school

Number one will undoubtedly remark on the apparent reverence which the historv of
sport in the school is paid.

Finally, of paramount importance at School Number One is the notion of
community service, which in indeed part of the school's program. It is hoped that the

knowledge imparted will be used not only for the advancement of the individual students

who are fortunate enough to have the opportunity to reap its benefits, but also for the

betterment of others.

The Background of School Number Two

School Number Two, as it stands today, has been in existence only since the

1960s, when it was decided to amalgamate a Synagogue school with an existing one, both
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of which had been independently operational for several years prior. This merger lasted

only one brief Yar, after which time the ultimate responsibility for the school,s operation

was assumed by the Synagogue due to the decision of factions from the previously

existing school to separate. In order to better comprehend the true roots of the current

School Number Two, the prior history of the Synagogue's Hebrew School will be traced.

Winnipeg's Jewish community has existed for just over 100 years. In lgg2, the

first influx of 400 Jews arrived from Europe. By 1891 Marcus Tessler was hired as the

first teacher for the first Hebrew School in Winnipeg (called the Talmud Torah).

The Synagogue' established in 1889, opened its first Sunday School in 1g94. In
7912, a school, which had been established initially in 1902 next to the synagogue with

four small classrooms, was moved into the actual synagogue building. The commitment

of the synagogue to Jewish education was apparent early, as it offered the use of its
property to the Jewish community atlarge in the interest of providing education to all -
not only its members. Charity boxes placed in the homes of all parents helped collect the

money necessary to pay the teachers. The establishment of the synagogue Sunday School

was with the aim of inculcating "some ideas of religion, beyond the mere matter of
Hebrew reading" (Isaacs, L9I4, n.p.)

By the early 1920s, the School served 200 students, and by the 1930s there were

ten classes for students, beginning with those of kindergarten age. In the 1950s, a day

school was opened in the synagogue's basement, with 15 classrooms and 275 children,

followed shortly by the abandonment of the Sunday school program. By the mid 1950s,

plans were underway to build a new major school facility for the synagogue.
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The school, opened officially in the late 1950s as the Synagogue Religious School,

was supported financially as well as spiritually by the synagogue. Its objectives were

to promote... religious, ethical, and cultural traditions of Judaism...

to equip the child with knowledge of the Hebrew language, to

impart a knowledge of Jewish history, literature and culture and an

understanding of the contribution of the Jews and Judaism to world

civilization (Herstein, 1964, p.37).

The establishment of this type of school, and indeed the objectives laid by the

Synagogue in its foundation appealed to a broad portion of Winnipeg's Jewish population,

including those with more of aZionstic as opposed to religious bent. Resolutions drafted

at the Zionist General Council in 1961 in Jerusalem, Israel regarding Jewish education,

outlined that "education activities among the young generation should protect and

strengthen it against assimilation, deepen its Jewish consciousness and feeling of
responsibility for the future of the Jewish people and its culture ... " (Fenson).

rn 1963' the Synagogue School amalgamated with the Herzlia Academy. The

negotiations for this amalgamation were spearheaded by the Jewish Welfare Fund (which

is known today as the Winnipeg Jewish Community Council or WJCC, and which is the

central organizational and fundraising body of Winnipeg's Jewish community), ',because

of its concern with the total program of Jewish education in winnipeg" (High standards,

1963, p.1, 3).

The merger saw the formation of a Board of Directors with equal representation

from both synagogues (five each) in addition to three members from the Jewish Welfare

Fund (JwF), which was undertaking its first commitment to fund a Hebrew dav school



in the city.

[t] was an attempt to solve the problem of escalating school costs,

coupled with the desire not only to retain but to constantly improve

standards. However, while parents would realize savings in some

areas, they would be asked to bear a larger share of tuition costs

(High Standards, 1963, p.1, 3).

At this juncture, at the request of the Jewish Welfare Fund, the Shaarey Zedek

Synagogue agreed to eliminate the tuition differential which was previously in place to

distinguish between synagogue members and the Jewish community at large, making the

school more accessible and attractive to the general Jewish community.

School Number Two was named after

one of the first Hebrew schools in the United States, and the name

exemplified the aspirations at the new school to match its

achievement in standards of staff, programming, and general quality

of learning (High Standards, 1963, p.3).

Total registration in the first year of operation at the two facilities was over 900 students,

with the Hebrew Principal appointed by the Synagogue, and the Educational Director.

appointed by the Academy.

In spite of all attempts to ensure the viability of the merger, it dissolved in short

order when the Synagogue made the decision to create an independent Jewish community

school. As such, while fiscal responsibility actually remained with the Synagogue, the

school was eligible and actively lobbied for funding by the Jewish Welfare Fund and the

Canadian Jewish Congress.
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In accepting this funding the school truly became a community one. While most

in the Jewish community eagerly welcomed this, it became a somewhat contentious issue

for avid Zionists in the community who, while supporting Jewish Education in princþle,

balked at the notion of funding for it being supplied out of funds ostensibly raised for

Israel through the United Jewish Appeal (Fenson, p.961). Nonetheless, these two

otgamzations proceeded with their operation and established a Coordinating Committee

for Jewish Education, which served to improve educational standards and which sought

to encourage and promote Jewish education for both young people and adults (Staff,

1964, p.40).

Accountability and excellence have always been important at School Number Two

and shortly after its establishment it invited Deputy Minister of Education, to the school

to observe the program and "to see first hand how the students at [school Number Two]

þenefrtl from the fruits of two cultures" (Deputy, 196g, p.9)

In 1970, the Coordinating Committee for Jewish Education was replaced by the

Winnipeg Board of Jewish Education (WBJE). While the intent of the WBJE, and indeed

the Jewish community as a whole was to keep the Jewish Day Schools (including School

Number Two) operational for the foreseeable future, huge deficits began to accumulate,

enrolments began to decline, and such was the pattern through the 1970s. By mid-

decade, the president of the WJCC addressed this dilemma in a letter of appeal to parents

of school-aged children in which he underscored the paramount importance of a Jewish

education' even at some measure of personal sacrifice to parents. In his letter (Aug. 2g,

1974), he beseeched parents to support the school program. Without the support of
parents and all members of the community there existed the possibility of a serious
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curtailment or the outright loss of schools in the Jewish school system. The letter was

however concluded with a reminder of the wJCC's policy that "no Jewish child in

Winnipeg [would] be denied a Jewish education due to parents' inability to pay the full

costs of education" (a policy still in force today). That being said, enrolment in the

system fell from I,I34 in 1978 to 807 in 1985, a phenomenon attributed to both a decline

in Winnipeg's Jewish population and to the fact that the public school system began,

during that time, to offer Hebrew as part of its program.

Today the situation appears to be improving. The dramatic increase in enrolment

at School Number Two, beginning in the early 1990s may be due largely to the continued

shift in the Jewish population from one area of the city to another, as well as to the influx

of Russian, South African, and other Jewish immigrant families (Bellan, Lggl, p.Z3).

Additionally the closure of the Academy, injected several new students, a fact which,

when combined with the aforementioned ones, may account for why School Number Two

is currently spared the declining enrolment difficulties facing other schools of its nature

(Weatherhead, 1990, p.49).

Data Derived From fnterviews

The Right to Choose

IVhile much has been written in the literature about a parent's right to provide

his/her child with the type of education he/she deems most appropriate, this remains a

widely debated issue. "Education should be open for parents to choose in whatever

direction they feel their children might want to go, or they should urge their children to

go" (Interview #8). The question arises as to whether the choice of an independent

schools is in fact a right or a privilege, and the answer varies depending on who is giving

it.
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Opponents of government funding for independent schools claim that those who

choose independent schools do so of their own free will and thus ought to pay for that

privilege regardless of the state of the school which they choose, and regardless of the

fact that they continue to pay taxes to support a system which they are not utilizing.

Proponents of government funding for independent schools claim that those who

choose independent schools ought to be able to do so without facing the impediment of
the cost of doing so. They also claim that because all parents pay taxes, they should be

able to direct their tax dollars.

Parents have a right to choose how they want to educate their kids and that

right of choice, you know is impeded by their ability to make that choice

financially. They ate taxpayers. Parents are still probably paying more in

taxes to public education than is going back for their kids in private

education, if that's where their kids are going. And I think that that fact

can be proven (Interview #9).

This argument may be strengthened by the Manitoba government,s answer to the

ruling it received on French-language education from the Supreme Court of Canada. Bill
34, which

provides that provincial per capita grants, and a share of each provider

board's special levy follow the pupils to the new francophone board. This

board will have no taxing power of its own but will have the right to spend

the money it gets as it sees fit. Any system that identifres the public

contribution to education and sends that amount to a group of like-minded

parents to spend as they think best is, simply, the kind of voucher education
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financing private schools have long cailed for (cleverley, 1993, p.A6).

Finally, proponents of independent school funding argue that parents will, without

doubt, continue to choose independent schools, as they have done throughout the history

of Manitoba education. The funding of these schools, and the conditions thereto attached,

will undoubtedly ensure that the quality of education provided by them will be acceptable

to the standards set forth by the province, and will thus ensure that the choice of an

independent school education can be made without an added concern regarding the quality

of education provided therein.

Why are independent schools chosen?

There is a curiosity on the part of the general public as to why independent schools

are chosen over public schools, and the answer to this seems clear cut in the minds of
many involved with independent education. While most of the respondents avoided these

particular reasons, the media reports that "Parents cite a lack of moral direction,

increasing violence, uncaring teachers, and an indifferent and unresponsive administration

as factors that drove them away from the public schools" (Santin, 1992, p.l). ,,Many

parents are disenchanted with the pubtic school system for a variety of reasons, so they're

looking for some kind of alternative,' (Interview #7).

There is a perception that independent schools often provide a better education in

a shorter amount of time than do their public counterparts. "My perception is that today

people choose private schooling for a better education" (Interview #4); "generally, the

drive for excellence spills over into all aspects of our school life, it can,t not, and it,s

very evident that it does" (Interview #5). Although not always the case, the academic

standards tend to be advertised as being of high calibre. perhaps due to limited

resources, many of these schools are forced to make choices regarding which course to
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offer- The choices tend to be toward university entrance courses as opposed to toward

occupational entrance courses. So for those looking to what a school can provide in

terms of post-secondary opportunities and possibilities, independent schools may appear

to offer more.

Some of the best educational systems were probably some of the worst

funded. Under the worst circumstances kids learned and they learned really

well. But obviously, it was due to the quality of the people delivering the

product, their dedication and the infrastructure in which they worked. I
think - you ask what's going to be the effect of 80% funding. you see,

the thing about most private schools or independent schools, because

they've been kept down by the funding, they can only provide limited

programs - usually programs that are heading toward a post-secondary

education, whereas in the public schools only some of the schools may be

heading that way. So they've had to be more limited. So they see these

kids being able to come out and maybe be in a better position to get jobs

and so on (Interview #9).

Additionally, some believe that the network of alumni, or "old boys/girls network,,

which is extremely strong in some independent schools, can be very advantageous in later

life' The bonds and connections can be very valuable and opportunities for success can

potentially be increased.

The [old boys/old girls network] is extremely extensive, especially at this

school. That's very advantageous. Don't forget, you're attracting really

the top 50% of people, who have better than average opportunities for
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success if we want to be honest. The "network" gives them the ability to

interact and interconnect with those people sheerly on the basis that they,re

graduates of the same high school. That pulls a lot of weight with a lot of
people. Let's face it. When you finish with your world of education, a lot

of people go into the world of business and connections like that can be

very valuable (Interview #6).

Independent schools offer a form of alternative education, with a different focus

from that which is available in the public schools. While at times this could mean a

difference only in language or culture, it often means the inclusion of religion as a

fundamental reason for existing. "They choose our schools because in this order: we

have a good school for their kids to go to. The second reason they send their kids is the

religious side of it (Interview #l). "I attended School Number one mainly because in
those days, my parents thought that as a good Catholic boy, it was only right that I attend

a good Catholic school. I guess that would have been the same for a lot of people who

attended" (Interview #6). The popularity of such independent schools my be increased

with the abolition of prayer in public schools, because many people still search for some

sense of religion. "Now there are reasons why some people are leaving [the public

schooll' I think Winnipeg has played into the hands of independent schools recently,

when they took prayer out of the schools, for instance (Interview #g). As one

independent school principal stated,

We look at education from God's point of view and that is what our parents

are concerned about ... that God, and religion in general, has been left out

of public education (Santin, lggL, p.Blg).
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on the same note, some religiously-based schools have parent populations who are

increasingly secular in nature, but who choose to send their chitdren to these schools

because they wish them to get a sense of religion which they do not get at home. ,,ft

would be great if they were all coming to the school for the religious values. But, let,s

be honest. I think that is why a percentage of the people come. But perhaps that,s why

half the people come - the sound religious education for their sons in this case,,

(Interview #5). Additionally, some parents choose schools of religions other than their

own for much the same reason, and because they may perhaps be disenchanted with the

public system' There are some who say that choosing a school of a different religion

may broaden a student's horizons further and reduce the chance of students becoming

ghettoized with their own.

Some people of other religious denominations or affliations will say that

they're very committed to their religious denomination but they sort of

don't want their son "ghettoized". They want their [child] to see the

broader picture, the wider horizons. They trust and they believe that the

school is not trying to proselytize, and it isn't. But, that their [child],

whether [he/she] is Muslim, Sikh, Jewish, some protestant denomination,

or whatever [he/she] is, is going to see is what makes the other elements

of this - that have other religious viewpoints, kind of what makes them

tick' Particularly for some religious denominations, Farsi groups in

particular, and especially for Jewish people, this is actually kind of their

connectedness to this, because our religion program, and it,s Catholic and
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Christian, has come from the Jewish roots and they feel, even people that

are quite orthodox in their outlook, feel that it's good for their sons to see,

you know, what other people are thinking about, and that it,s not that far

away. so, you're going to get elements like that, you,re going to get

elements about the similarities in their own religion (Interview #5).

Independent schools have a different mission than do public schools. They offer

a high standard of discipline, and command a certain attitude from their students toward

staff, studies and fellow students. "school Number one offered an all together different

focus on education. Here, education is absolutely primary" (Interview #6). There is a

strong sense of community, in which staff seems to take a genuine interest in its students

and its jobs. This is important to parents, who say that the bottom line is that what they

want is that sense of "haimish", that sense of place and community (Interview #1).

Generally smaller numbers offer a better student-teacher ratio than one might find in the

public system, thus there is the perception of a more caring environment and more overall

concern' There is "certainly a difference in style, more overall concern, a difference in

the ratio of students to teachers" (Intervíew #2). Because they have a stake and genuine

ownership in the school, parents tend to be extremely committed.

An Explanation of 80 per Cent Funding

When the general public hears or reads that independent schools in Manitoba are

to receive 80 percent government funding, it has a lot of misconceptions about what that

really means' Therefore, there are often attacks on a system which in reality is not

receiving as much as many people think it is. The way in which information about this
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Mr. Derkach promises grants to the private schools equal to 80 per cent of

the per pupil amount provided to the public school divisions that educate the

other 95 percent of Manitoba's primary and secondary pupils. The

extremely effective private school tobby dictated 80 percent of public school

funding as their demand and Mr. Derkach has agreed.

Private schools will still not be fully accountable for the public funds given to

them. (An IOU, 1990, p.6)

What independent schools will ultimately receive from the government will amount

to 80 percent of that which the provincial government pays to public schools on account

of their operating costs. To clarifu further, it does not include monies raised through

civic taxes, and it is not 80 percent of the total tax levy, because that includes money for

capital use. (However, although the money is not supposed to be used for capital

projects, because independent schools are not audited as to exactly what they use the

money for, it is difficult to actually know whether it is or not). Additionally, the

provincial government only pays the school divisions between 60 and 80 percent of the

cost of educating students. So, the figure of 80 percent for independent schools gets

whittled down to 80 percent of 60 to 80 percent, less capital grants, less money for

special needs use, which must be claimed separately. The final sum therefore, does not

really come anywhere near the actual cost of educating students and actually currently

makes up less than half of operating costs. The amount of money received by

independent schools, while certainly helpful, is not as significant as people seem to think,
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and in order to maximize the benefits reaped from it, it will have to be managed very

prudently.

180%l realistically is not a huge amount, so they have their work cut out

for them in terms of how they're going to manage that money. They have

to determine how they're going to best do that, and of course that will vary,

I would say greatly, depending on which school you talk to, because every

school has its own agenda and its own circumstances (Interview #6).

The figure of 80 percent was arrived at for a number of reasons. As explained

earlier, the Catholic community in Manitoba, which felt that it was legally entitled to full
funding according to the Manitoba Act, decided not to pursue the issue in the courts, but

to negotiate with the government for a lesser percentage of funding for all independent

schools, which it felt was a more equitable deal for all involved.

The government knows that the Catholic schools and again not the other

independent schools are in a somewhat different position. Basically,

because of the Manitoba Act, we are actually in a position to request full

fi'rnding for our schools, to run them as we choose. In fact, after the first

phase of the current agreement is over in five years, we still have the option

of going to court once again to secure that right. Now, it's unlikely that we

will do that if we're satisfied that both sides are living up to their sides of

the agreement (Interview #7).

The negotiators on the side of government adopted 80 percent in keeping with

recommendations made to that effect by the MacFarlane Commission in 1959.
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The government arrived at this settlement on the basis of the rights and

princþles it believed Manitobans felt were fair - the rights of parents to

choose their children's education and receive afaur share of pubtic funds to

provide for that right (Brock, 1991, p.6).

The negotiators on the side of the independent schools accepted 80 percent, because it

was felt that anything higher would mean a certain loss of control.

I guess the feeling was that 100% funding, which the Catholics say they

were entitled to according to the Remedial Order Petition, would mean a

loss of control. Now, I think when you talk about what are the implications

of 80% funding, there's already some evidence that more and more

regulations are being imposed on the schools, even at the current I think

63.4%. It's not something that they haven't been able to accept, so the idea

of the 80% came as a result of that report and secondly, I guess, the

Catholic initiative was that it would be better to have it all - have it

available for everybody, that it would be less discriminating, unlike in other

provinces where they have a separate Catholic school system, Alberta,

Ontario and Saskatchewan (Interview #9).

The negotiations went smoothly because people on both sides of the table were committed

to arriving at a mutually acceptable agreement.

In retrospect, members of the MFIS negotiating committee feel that perhaps the

figure of 80 percent will not do what it was initially intended to do.

I don't know now that the 80% is going to kind of do everything that we
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wanted it to do, and I'Il tell you why. Because it,s g0% of the average per

pupil grant that the provincial government provides the public schools on

account of operating costs. And, if you looked into it in any detail, when

we first started the process, that was very close to g0%, so that,s g0% of
public school funding from the provincial government. on average. But

80% on average. so, we were rooking at g0% of g0%, which would be

64%, - all right? - of the basic amount of the cost. Well, in the last few

years' with the freezes on education grants and that sort of thing, money to

education, it's getting closer to 70% so we may have not been as far as we

thought we were, because now g0% of 70% is only 56% (rnterview #9).

So at the time of negotiation, the government grant to public schools was higher than it
currently is, and it must be remembered that as the government contribution to public

schools is frozen or reduced, so too is the amount of money given to independent schools.

This year,

" ' as well as taking the same two percent funding cut that the public

schools will be taking, private school funding will be frozen at 63.Spercent

of public school funding for at least one year. The two-percent cut and the

failure to reach the agreed target of 68 percent of public school funding this

year means the independent schools get hit with a double blow (Wild, lgg3,

p.B3).

And, because some independent schools' costs are even higher than those of public

schools, this may affect the former to a greater extent.



The Position of the NDp

It seems that the position of the NDP, is similar to that taken by the MTS, and

MAST, both of which oppose significantly increased funding (Appendix 5).

you have an unusual sort of coalition between the Manitoba Association of

School Trustees (MAST) and the Manitoba Teachers Society (MTS). Both

of course are concerned with the government's running of the public school

system, and both oppose significantly increased funding for the private

schools' And you have a fairly substantial group there. The extent to

which they have political power remains to be tested. The current

government has proceeded to vastly increase expenditures in the private

school area despite the opposition of MAST and the MTS (Intewiew #2).

At one point, the NDP when in power promised to increase the provincial grant to public

education to 90 percent. Realistically, the money was simply not there to do that, but

what it did do was gain popularity for a government apparently trying to do all it could

for public school education.

There are some who say that should the NDP regain power in this province they

would likely attempt to cap funding to independent schools at whatever figure it had

reached before the 80 percent was achieved. "should an NDp government come into

power in the next while, that it may well reverse the decision to increase independent

school funding to 80% of the public school grant before it has a chance to be fully
implemented" (Interview #2). while the NDP position is that of dissolution of funding,

there are those in the catholic community who would be fully prepared to proceed with
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their case in the courts, and who believe that at this juncture, such a move by a Manitoba

government would be extremelv difficult.

Enrohnents

While some are concerned that the infusion of public money to independent schools

may cause a mass migration of students from public to independent schools, most

associated with the independent schools are not convinced that this will be the case.

I don't think anybody's going to send their kids - I mean half the day is

spent in Hebrew - unless there's are least some sort of attachment to

Judaism. You know, it's not necessarily language, but they want their kids

in a Jewish environment. And it is, it's a more caring environment. I
guess I shouldn't really say that, because I'm sure there are lots of caring

environments at public schools in certain places, but they deal with much

larger numbers than we do. It's a sense of community (Interview #3).

Over the past 40 years, en¡olments in Manitoba's independent schools have experienced

slight increases and decreases, but enrolment has remained fairly static.

Now, in the country, unlike the city, there are some particular or peculiar

problems, where there has been a perception that they've started a private

school and it has taken away kids from the public school because the public

schools themselves are not that large. And they provide some of the shared

services, etc. But that's few and far between (Interview #g).

Government contributions to independent schools may not be an issue in terms of
increasing enrolments unless capital costs and an even greater percentage of operating

costs are introduced.
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Ontario did get a sudden surge when they got funding for the higher levels

and that's levelled off. Throughout Canada you will find that there have

been ups and downs but they're moderate ups and downs. In 19g9-1990,

the Manitoba Federation of Independent schools tMFIsl had g,250 full-time

equivalent students. In 1990-9 | g,579; in l99l-92 g,7j0. And we,ve had

a moderate increase. But that's cyclical. And if you look at statistics going

back for forty ye¿ì.rs in Canada on private schools - they've got the ups and

the downs - you've got valleys and peaks. It's just not a reality, and in

Manitoba, it'll hardly ever be a reality unless we get funding that will give

us the complete capital and operating costs (Interview #g).

According to Statistics Canada, based on recent trends in education, enrolment is

expected to increase by one percent in public schools, three percent in federal schools and

three percent in independent schools (september 7992). In the fall of 1gg2 there were

5,287,700 students in school in Canada ,2Ig,85g of whom were in school in Manitoba.

The following table illustrates the demographics of these students (Minister, lgg1 - Igg3.
p.18, 19):
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Fluctuations in enrolment have indeed occurred sporadically, but these seem to be

attributed to other reasons. For example, one school attributes its recent increase in

enrolment to four main things. First, the demographics of this particular community

show a definite shift from one area of the city to the area in which the school is located.

Second, another school in the area, which would have served a number of students

recently closed, leaving the other school as a viable option. Third, a recent wave of

immigrants to the city has contributed a number of students. Finally, the calibre of the

school is credited with attracting students who may otherwise have not attended.

Part of that is due to the influx of people who are moving; part of it is, the

decline of [the] Academy, and that there isn't another place for those kids

to go, and part of it is related to the fact that the school is good - it's a

good school. We have quite a number of newly arrived Russian and South

African Jewish students (Interview #3).

The administration believes that any increase in enrolment is in no way related to

government funding, perhaps due to the school's religious/parochial nature and the verv

specific clientele to whom it would therefore appeal.

In a second school, where there has been a25 percent increase in enrolment over

the past ten years, the increase is due mainly to an increase in physical space and

therefore an increase in the number of students which the school can accommodate.

If we take a time period like ten years, over that time we've had quite a

substantial enrolment increase, about 25% actual\y. But, I would attribute

that to this space that we're sitting in right now. The history of this school

is that the [religious] used to live here and so this wing that we're sitting in
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used to be the residence. At one point this was the dormitory area, the

living rooms, etc. As the population of [retigious] went down, there were

only about seven [religious] living in this whole wing, and that was silly.

So what the school did or the school corporation did, is it bought the Jesuits

out. It said, we'll pick up a house near the school, and we'll put seven

bedrooms in it, and you will go live in that home. We will then renovate

the space that used to be your home. so, we've acquired this wing from

the [religious], renovated it to be classrooms, a music room, a computer

lab, faculty space, things like that, and that has allowed us to increase the

population of the school by 25%. It was a one time expansion, made

available by this wing coming open (Interview #5).

While applications to this school increase yearly, with some years being heavier than

others, the enrolment has been voluntarily capped at 500. The decision to do this was

in part due to the fact that the available physical space cannot comfortably accommodate

more, "No, there won't be any increase in enrolment because we can't take any more

students (Interview #5), but mainly because there is a feeling that the sense of

community, which is such an integral part of the school, is crucial to maintain. and can

only be done successfully with certain numbers.

There has been a consistent increase in application from year to year for a

variety of reasons. The most significant increase in numbers was probably

in the early 1980s. But we do set a cap on our student body at 500

students, firstly, because physically that is the number that we can most

optimally accommodate and secondly, because it is extremely important to
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us to be able to maintain a sense of community. If the number were to go

much above that, I would imagine it would be extremely difficult to

maintain the same atmosphere and feeling that we currently have

(Interview #7).

Growing dissatisfaction with the public school system has fuelled a small

but steady increase in private school enrolment. However, the traditional

"elite" and parochial schools are not responsible for the increase - about

20 smaller, evangelical and Christian schools [some of which are not even

government-fundedl are ruring converts (Santin, rgg2, p.r).
Competition

will increased government funding to independent schools create a greater sense

of competition between them and their pubûc counterparts? There are those who say that
such an effect would be minimal, even in the case of schools which offer similar
programs' For example, independent Jewish schools experience slight competition with
the publicly funded Hebrew bilingual programs in terms of both students and staff.

For a long time the biggest chalrenge was the bilingual program. In a way

we were fortunate. [one] bilingual program was never as strong as the

[other] bilingual program, so that the impact for us was not as great. It had

a really, really bad effect on [some ofl our schools (Interview #l).
However, there remains the feeling that in all likelihood, parents who choose the Hebrew
bilingual program for their children are not interested in the religious aspect of the Jewish
parochial schools, and would therefore not have sent their children there even in the

absence of the public school program. For them, the Hebrew bilingual public program
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is simply another alternative to the regular public program. "The people that are making

the choice to send their kids to bilingual would have made that choice for a whole lot of
reasons. ft's not necessarily taking away - it's a different option" (Interview #l).

At one time it was viewed as competition. Some of [our] teachers have

gone to teach there and we've exchanged students - some of our kids go

there, some of their kids come here, and a greater number of children from

Brock-Corydon are going to [School Number Three] now. A far greater

number. At one time, never. I think we cater to a different kind of parent,

and you know, what the parent expects from the school differs. Also,

there's the financial aspect - you don't pay there, you pay here. They

have a daycare attached to the school, so you can bring your kid early and

we don't. So, a lot of these considerations come into play (Interview #3).

Those who feel that increased government funding to independent schools may

make them more easily accessible to some who otherwise could not have afforded them,

feel that this can work to the benefit of both public and independent schools, as it may

force public schools to make an even greater effort to ensure that the highest standards

and best programs and staff are offered.

Whether or not competition between public and independent schools continues to

mount remains to be seen. There is a consensus among many in the independent system

that any such competition should be healthy - as is competition among businesses.

What I do think will come out of it all is something called competition,

which educators don't like to talk about. And that, maybe by allowing the

independent schools to function in an effective way and be able to maintain
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themselves, will make for a better public school system (Interview #9).

The important issue at hand should not be who is getting government money, or who is

getting more government money because to a certain extent, this is something over which

the majority of people have little control. Rather, it should be what those receiving it are

choosing to do with it because this ultimately is what may prove to have the greatest

effect on all aspects of the educational svstem.

Admissions and Subsidies

There is unquestionably a certain mystique or aura surrounding independent

schools in general. "One of the big myths about private schools in Canada is that they,re

hard to get into" (Currie, 1993, p.5). Another of the theories is that independent schools

are only for the wealthy. However,

there are more single parents, working couples and middle-income families

who are willing to sacrifice a great deal to buy their children a better

education than they perceive is coming from the public sector (Currie,

1983, p.5).

That seems to apply in this province as well, yet it seems to be a little- discussed

issue. Theoretically, if schools receive government funding to assist in their operation,

they are not supposed to turn anyone away. Statements such as the following which

appear occasionally in the media voice this sentiment publicly.

The private schools retain the right to select students in their own way,

maintaining the religious, ethnic or sex quotas that happen to suit their

views. All the people, however - including people whose children would

not be allowed into the schools - are taxed to pay for the operation of
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those schools. Manitoba's publicly funded university had to abandon

ethnic, religious and sex limitations on enrolment because discrimination of

that sort is hard to square with Manitoba's democratic values. In accepting

public funds, the private schools will also have to learn to accept public

values. They will have to accept all comers and offer an education

acceptable to Manitobans of all races and religions (More, 19g9, np.).

The prerogative of choosing students however, remains that of the independent schools.

When questioned about this, some independent school administrators maintain that the

general public is simply not interested in their schools, for the exact reasons of ethnic,

religious and sex limitations. Further, while some may feel excluded from these schools

on the basis of prohibitive tuitions, administrators are quick to point out that many

schools, including those considered to be the city's elite, have among their student body

many who attend either on scholarship or on some form of bursary.

I know that SJR has bursaries. I don't know how they go about assessing

that access. clearly they would not, I don't think, turn away a kid who

was academically so sound that they'd want the child at their school. We

don't make those choices, those differentiations (Interview #L).

Funding will help because so many of our parents don't pay full tuition.

You know, it's according to ability to pay. I would say that half the people

sending their kids to this school are not paying the full shot. Increased

funding will certainly help (Inrerview #3).

They are also anxious to point out that many of the parochial schools today do accept

students from outside their own religious denomination even though this is, in some
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This year we have a Christian boy in kindergarten. The mother decided

that this is what she wanted. Some people think that there will be more of

that because of the condition of the public schools. And, this is certainlv

less expensive than SJR or BH (Interview #3).

There is a definite sense that religiously-based schools at least have adop ted, a

policy of not refusing "their own" due to an inability to pay tuitions. White increased

government funding has by no means initiated this policy, what it has done and will
continue to do is ease the burden on particular communities when it comes to subsidizing

students for that reason.

The Jewish schools, with support from their community, have always

worked on the basis that no Jewish child should be denied a Jewish

education because of inability to pay so that there has always been subsidy

availability and access for all members of the community; if the kid can

handle the program the kid can come to the school (Interview #l).
This in turn frees up money that would have been used for subsidies, for other things.

It's the policy of this school, as I would imagine it may be in other schools

of our nature, to accept, - that is - not to refuse any of our own simply

because of inability to pay. The increased funding therefore, has not

enabled us, because we were doing it prior to and would unquestionably

continue to do it, but it has enabled us to make it somewhat easier for

ourselves to offers places to those who may otherwise not afford it. Now,

that is not insignificant because it often frees up money that would have had
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to be used for that, for other things. That to me is primary (Intewiew #7).

other schools make choices to subsidize students by virtue of their achievement.

while a more restrictive policy by nature, it still allows people to attend who may

otherwise not have had the opportunity. These schools may apply increased government

funding in addition to funds raised through their own efforts to those kinds of
scholarships' or tuition in general, in order to keep that from increasing at anoverly
quick rate.

Last year we raised $85,000. It's my understanding that about 50-50 went

to bursaries, last year they met all the requests for bursaries and after that

it went to general funds, and therefore reduced the tuition. So I mean, it
was kind of an indirect bursary. First it went to people that asked and then

it went to people that didn,t (Interview #4).

some schools have as many as one in five students on some kind of bursary.

Im sure that it's heþd to keep the tuition down a bit. And that in itself

would make the school much more available to other people. Even though

our school has a policy that no boy - I suppose implicitly no catholic boy

who really wanted to come to the school but couldn't for financial reasons,

would ever be turned away, and hence the bursary fund. And so, the

Board, in its wisdom, has in better years, when we had some pretty

successful fundraising campaigns, put chunks of money aside, so that

students who really couldn't afford it, would get some sort of assistance.

I used to keep track of some of that stuff and I remember one year it
seemed to me that almost one in five boys was getting something



(Interview #5).

Community Politics

As every orgaruzation has its own set of politics, so too do independent schools.

However, in the case of many of these institutions, the politics with which all involved

must contend become more intricate due to the fact that many of them are affiliated with

some sort of church, synagogue, mosque or religious group, or with some sort of special

interest group. So, rather than dealing with only the politics normally associated with a

school, independent schools must also deal with community related politics. Depending

on which community is involved, the problems schools face can vary. In the case of

schools which are not directly affiliated with a religious body, the politics of dealing with

the parent body becomes an issue. And, although they consciously choose a particular

school, not all parents agree with the way things are done.

In the case of the Catholic community, there are some basic issues. As explained

earlier, members of the Catholic community were instrumental in negotiating with the

provincial government to strike a deal regarding funding for all of Manitoba,s

independent schools. Atthough the Catholic community felt that it should be entitled to

full funding according to old legislation, and that it could win that should it decide to take

its case to court, it was decided instead to request 80 percent funding of operating costs

for all of Manitoba's independent schools. The decision to do this created a split in the

Catholic community, with some believing that 100 percent funding was the better

approach, and others believing that in fact the best approach had been taken.

The Catholic community has been in a bit of a split. Some people have

said "Let's go for the whole ball of wax - it's owed to us". Other people
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are saying "Let's just take the 80% and leave us a certain amount of autonomv

(Interview #5).

On the issue of fundraising, one may think that the bottom line of raising the

dollars necessary for the successful operation of a school is paramount. However, the

way in which the funds are raised has, on occasion, presented problems in the Catholic

community. While things like lotteries in the past, and bingos currently provide much

needed resources, the Catholic community feels at once thankful and uneasy, as the

practice of gambling is not one which is condoned by that faith.

Can you imagine a Jesuit-Catholic institution involved in gambling? It was

unheard of, but we needed money in the worst way. In just three weeks we

were able to raise almost $12,000. So, how could we not take advantage

of this resource? Qnterview #8).

There is also discomfort felt by some in the Catholic community regarding

recruitment and admission policies to some of its schools. While nobody wishes to

offend those of other faiths who choose to attend Catholic schools, the question arises as

to whether the percentage of non-Catholics is as high as it is simply to fill spaces and

create revenue. There is a sense that some feel slightly threatened, or indeed that they

feel that the basis on which the schools were initially founded becomes threatened if too

many non-Catholics attend their schools. While this does not appear to be an outwardly

great concern, it certainly is one which is underlying among the school community

members.

It has too much of a mix [of religions]. It eventually affects your whole

environment and ambience if you continue in that direction. I'm being
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realistic and very pragmatic about it. With all due respect to other people,

and I don't mean to denigrate anybody, but the very basis of the school if
you go below 80% Catholic, you start getting a problem in the mix because

then you're not getting the commitment for which the school was funded.

And they're down to about 60% at this point.

Is that to fill spaces?

Yes. When the wing where the religious used to live was opened and alt

of a sudden you had four classrooms, you needed to filI four classrooms.

We went out and people came along, and then it gets into the stream and

it'll take quite a while to make a change. I have a concern that School

Number Two is perhaps going to have to look to some changes in the area.

I wouldn't say limiting it or restricting but they have to think about what

the school was founded for (Interview #8).

The situation in the Jewish community is slightly different, because rather than

each of the BJE schools being affiliated with a particular church or synagogue, they are

all controlled by the central BJE which in turn is ultimately controlted by the WJCC.

Their common ground is Judaism as opposed to a specific denomination of that faith.

This arrangement creates a different set of issues with which the schools must contend.

For example, whereas public schools and some independent schools are vying for their

share of government money, BJE schools must also plead their case and lobby for their

share of WJCC, money as well. "It becomes very diffrcult, and sometimes it's very

political - especially with the different schools waiting for different needs and different

realities" (Interview #1).
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Political and public relations problems arise in a situation such as this, where "the

community" funds its schools. In the case of the BJE, monies which it accumulates as

a surplus are taken back by the WJCC to be used in the common pot. The BJE at times

ends up with more money than initially anticipated due to an unexpected rise in

enrolment, and due to certain extra government grants and/or increases in government

funding. Although not a new phenomenon, it continues to be a contentious issue, and a

sensitive point with some BJE members and parents who believe that the extra money,

rather than being "clawed back" by the WJCC, ought to remain in the schools for their

use.

The give-back [ast year to WJCC] had more to do with specifics of our

budgeting. What they took back were excesses over and above the budget

that they had approved. That excess to a certain extent came from two

different sources - students that we didn't expect and hadn't budgeted for

coming into the system and a source of money that came from government

that we hadn't anticþated. So WJCC took that back on the basis that the

budget that you gave us and the budget that was formalized ... you didn't

need the extra money so it comes back to the common pot. There was a

year when there was a crossover and the clawback that year was...

substantial, really substantial, and that again presented some political

problems... public relations problems partly because our parent population

doesn't usually pay a whole lot of attention to our budgeting process, and

so the details - all they heard was like this year, that there was a

"clawback" - the reasons for the clawback, very few people paid attention



to or even bothered to inform themselves of and that becomes a

political/public relations issue for us (Interview #1).

BJE Campus

Although not an issue entirely related to government funding one which must be

addressed is the Jewish Community Campus project. School Number Two is now on the

verge of dealing with the proposed construction of an all inclusive Jewish community

campus, which would house not only the WJCC and BJE offices, which are currently

located downtown, but also a host of other Jewish organizations, a recreation center and

the Jewish elementary and high schools. Because the schools are currently separate

entities, with separate administrations, staffs and boards of directors, this will

undoubtedly have numerous implications for each institution. In all tikelihood, the names

of the schools will change to reflect the amalgamation, so for all intents and purposes,

School Number Two as it is known today, may have only a short time left to exist.

Questions arise as to how administrations, governing boards, staffs, parent teacher

associations and parent bodies will meld and be organized.

What's the school going to be called, witl it be kindergarten through grade

twelve? It can't be called School Number Three [which is planning to

relocate to the same sitel and it can't be called School Number Two. Will

there be one board, one princþal, etc. ft's an interesting question, and it's

one that will have to be looked at later on, because traditionally, the

collegiate's ties have been more orthodox (Interview #3).

Additionally, there is the question of how enrolment will be affected. There is no doubt

that in its current location, School Number Two is at its limit in terms of numbers.
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while a change of venue may offer the opportunity for expansion, one must wonder how

such an expansion may affect the school, and whether these effects will all be positive.

Fundraising

Since their beginnings, independent schools have had to come up with innovative

ways to raise funds in order to survive. Some have been partially or fully supported by

a religious institution, while others have had to rely on parental contributions/tuition and

the generosity of other people. In most cases, while students are not refused due to their

parents' inability to pay, parents are required to contribute some amount to the school in
return for their children,s education.

with the addition of government funding, fundraising through capital campaigns

has enabled some schools to upgrade physical facilities and programs. other schools

have raised funds through large yearly endeavours and through smaller efforts throughout

the school year. Parent-teacher associations are also responsible for the infusion of much

needed extras in schools through their hard work.

There are some concerns that the money raised is spent most prudently, and in the

case of independent schools, there are often many opinions as to how that ought to
happen.

I must tell you that when it comes to finances and fundraising, I, and I,m

sure that I'm not unique in this - I don't agree with everything that they

do or have done at School Number One with regards to finances. For

example, a couple of years ago, they undertook a capital campaign to

enable them to renovate space that essentially wouldn't generate any

income' Now to me, that makes very little sense economically speaking.



It seems that that money may have been better spent otherwise. However,

that notwithstanding, they must of course continue with their own

fundraising efforts (Interview #6).

Additionally, there is always a concern that parents and school alumni are turned to so

often for financial and physical assistance in so many forms, that the well of resources

from them may at some point run dry.

You have to realize that parents and alumni, and even parents of alumni for

that matter, can be called on for only so long. They can't be called upon

to be doing it all the time, on a continuous basis. If that ends up

happening, lou really run the risk of burning out your resources in terms

of both dollars and manpower (Interview #6).

To that end, some fundraisers in independent schools are recognizingthe potential of

outside sources of income.

You almost hate to go to the parents because they are just hit up with every

single fundraiser from student council on up. Again, the idea of the

[Fundraising Group] is unique because it doesn't fish in the three usual

ponds, which are fished by the other fundraisers - the alumni, the parents,

and the Catholic community, aren't the main targets of the [Fundraising

Groupl. As I said, last year I sold 24 tickets - 1 alumnus, no parents, and

I don't ask people what religion they are when I sell them tickets. But the

issue is that I'm not in the regular pools - it's a new source of funds

(Interview #4).

So, some events and methods of fundraising are targeted at people who have no real
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connection with the particular school, but who may be interested in the gamble of a

lottery ticket or the attraction of a sociar function.

I sold twenty-four tickets last year. I sold one alumnus and no parents. The

reason people buy tickets is primarily because Mr. X approached them,

secondly, because the money does go to bursaries, which, once you explain

the concept of the bursary program, it's something that people can identi¡r

with. Thirdly, there's the event. r mean, you know, there,s a lot of events

that go on, but none of them are tied with the lottery ticket, and none of
them, you know, like it is a package. you can sell the charity, you can sell

the event, or you can sell the lottery ticket. These are saleable features.

And by packaging them together, you can find what rings a person,s bel
and talk about it (Interview #4).

what these fundraisers have found is that success in fundraising need not be attributed

only to the target group's commitment to a school, but to other things as well. It has

been found that direct pressure works well. That is, much of the success depends greatly

on who is approaching whom. schools have also found success by appealing to people,s

sense of intrinsic good. That is, the fundraiser can be portrayed as a charitable

contribution' Finally, great success occurs as a result of the hype surrounding a

particular fu ndraising event.

Parents

Parents are a fundamental resource for independent schools, not only in terms of
the dollars they infuse, but also in terms of their commitment in other areas. perhaps

because parents make a conscious decision to choose a specific school for a varietv of
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reasons, they tend to be greatly involved and committed. "Even if you had full funding,

denominational schools have a commitment - they have an involvement with the school.

As long as you have that kind of involvement, I just don't expect to see any change"

(Interview #8). The notion of "heþng out" is not a new one, and for the most part,

parents of independent schools students rise to the occasion. "The other thing is that

people are choosing the school, so that tends to give you a bit more committed parent

anyway. They've chosen the school - it's not like they're just sending their kids to the

school because they have to" (Interview #5).

A question which arises is whether parents will view the increase in government

funding to their schools as an opportunity to become more laid back. Will thev feel that

their efforts are perhaps no longer as crucial as they once were?

That's not at all the case. They go and do bingos, the PTA raises money.

There is total parental commitment here, and I do mean total. Really,

nobody's even questioned why tuition goes up even though our government

grant goes up. People understand that the tuition has to go up to keep up

with the increase in services (Interview #3).

While this may occur at some point, the feeling is that currently, there is neither

increased nor decreased involvement. "I don't think our parents are more or less

involved than they ever were. When it has to do with their kids, they are in there like a

cheap suit - that hasn't changed" (Interview #L). Parent-teacher associations remain

active, and parents generally respond to requests for assistance. There remains a feeling

of ownership, perhaps because of the obligation to pay tuitions, and parents for the most

part try to help ensure the delivery of the best possible quality within each school's
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We find no lack of parental commitment or involvement. Also I think that

partially because parents still do and will always have to pay atuition or

essentially pay for the education their children receive, that they still feel

not only the responsibility to but the ownership in the school. That's a very

crucial point, because in many ways, our parents, who have a direct stake

in the operation of things, want to be quite involved. And for us, that,s a

good thing and a positive thing (Interview #7).

In order to ensure the continuation of optimal parental involvement, it is crucial

to retain open lines of communication at all times.

Something that I think will be of utmost importance will be to explain to

these parents, who may believe that the boon of the extra money will make

their work unnecessary, thatin fact, because there is no provision at all for

capital funding, and because the 80% refers only to the operating costs -
well, to put it bluntly, if they ever want to be able, or for their school to

be able, to expand course offerings, expand or renovate the physical plant

and things of that nature, then they will absolutely have to continue to work

extra for it (Interview #6).

Parents must be made aware of why their tuitions are increasing, where their money is

going, and how their contributions to their children's education compares with that of the

government. Additionally, the terms of increased government funding must be explained,

as must the need for their continued efforts in terms of its ability to provide resources

necessary for renovations, expansions, and changes in course offerings.
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All I'm seeing is more involvement because we're going out and asking.

The issue is, that if you don't ask somebody, they think that somebody else

is handling it. And it could be the government, it could be the tuition. it

could be whoever (Interview #4).

While the sense is that parental involvement continues, there is also a sense that

the parent body itself is evolving. While this has nothing to do with increased

government funding, it bears noting. Possibly due to changing times, some schools are

finding that parent groups are not as "clubby" as they once were. Given society,s

demands on people's time, and the changes in the family unit which are taking place, this

is not surprising.

People have different needs, and have to do different things with their time

than they once did. Having said that, I'll reiterate that we still have an

extremely devoted core of parents, and of very involved parents in many

areas and aspects of school life (Interview #7).

It seems that the composition of the parent body is changing as well, and that the parents

involved now have more of an interest in real issues and real quality and more of a
sensitivity to other issues in the particular communities as well as globally than they

perhaps once did.

Balance of Support

In the case of some independent schools, existence prior to government funding

depended largely upon support from the particular communities they were serving. The

'community' therefore had not only a great stake in the schools, but also a great deal of
control and say about how they were run.
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Additionally, certain independent schools operate under a policy of not refusing

entry to students because of an inability to pay the requested tuition/parental contribution.

Prior to government funding, that meant that the community undertook to subsidi ze the

less financially able students in addition to its commitment to assisting in the viability and

continuation of the school. With the advent of government funding, there has been a

noticeable shift in the balance of support. Some of the independent schools have

welcomed the extra government money as a means of lightening the financial burden on

their particular communities, and some have consciously decided to utilize the money,

before all else, for subventions for the less fortunate. What this essentially means, is that

in some cases, the balance of support has done a complete turnaround.

The balance has now shifted so that the three components of funding for our

students are: government grants, parental contribution and community

council IWJCCI grants, which represent the contribution from the

community. The pecking order from those three sources has flþed. The

comunity council's impact on our budget was three times what it is now

(Interview #1).

Where once schools were financed mainly by the community, then by parental

contributions and lastly, by government money, they are now financed mainly by

government money, then by parental contribution, and lastly by the community.

Over the long term, this could have a tremendous impact on individual schools in

the independent system. While perhaps unlikely, it is possible that principals and staff

will no longer feel as compelled to be accountable directly to the communities which are

employing them. Conversely, the community may feel that because its schools can now
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depend annually on a certain amount of government money, its obligation to continue its

hard work and fundraising may not be as crucial as it once was.

Ståff

There is a definite sense that one of the most major things on which government

money is and will be spent is teacher salaries. Since this is likely the largest budget item,

this should come as no surprise. White there are some independent schools which have

paid their staff at par with Winnipeg's public school divisions, there are many in which

teacher salaries lag behind.

As far as staff salaries go, ours have been on par with the salaries offered

by Winnipeg One since the 1960s. I would hope that other private schools

who don't currently pay their staff as much as they perhaps ought to may

consider using the increased availabitity of money to offer better

compensation to staff. It's our belief that this helps attract a higher calibre

of staff and I would imagine that this might prove to be a significant change

for some independent schools (Interview #7).

Administrators are well aware of the fact that in order to attract wetl qualified staff,

adequate salaries must be offered, (if indeed not superior salaries) particularly since the

demands placed on independent school teachers may be even greater than those placed

on their public school colleagues. To cite an example, in some parochial schools,

teachers must teach two separate grades, which means double preparation, double

marking, double reporting.

In this school, it's not only the financial difference but if you're teaching

here full+ime, you have to teach two separate grades, as you teach one
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class in the morning and one in the afternoon. so, in reality, you really

ought to be paid more than winnip eg #l scale (Interview #3).

Additionally, independent schools sometimes require staff members by means of contract

to commit to undertaking several extra-curricular supervisory roles. However, in many

instances, teachers come to teach in these schools largely for the intangibles, as opposed

to for the salaries

even though we are not paying yet on a par with rilinrripeg #r, we,re

certainly within close enough striking distance, and people come to our

schools for something other than just a salary. They're not going for the

big buck - it's for the intangibles (Interview #1).

Some independent schools currently find that there has been an evolution of sorts

in terms of staffing over the past number of years. Some began originally with staffs

comprised largely of members of the clergy, some of whom were certified as teachers,

and some of whom were not. Today, not only are the greatmajority of staff members

not members of the clergy, most are provincially certified.

There has been quite a change in the makeup of our staff over, say the past

thirty years, something not due at all to funding. In the 1960s, of 25 staff

members, perhaps five were not religious. In the 1990s, of 30 staff

members, perhaps five are [religious]. Now, that change is largely due to

a change in the direction of the ministry in general, and of ministerial duties

(Interview #7).

And, while some staff

commitment to it, some

members are graduates of the system who feel a deep-rooted

schools are finding it difficult to find a high calibre of person



able to teach what is required.

There is a tremendous difference in the staffing of the school. In the 1950s

for example, there were maybe two lay staff members, and the rest were

[religious]. Today, if I'm not mistaken, that situation has almost reversed

itself - maybe not completely, but I'm sure that it would be quite safe to

say that the greater part of the staff today is not made up of [religious].

Actually, if you look at the makeup of the staff, f'm sure that while you

won't find many [religious], what you will find is a good number of

teachers who were graduates of the system who have a long-term

commitment to the school that average teachers just may not have

(Interview #6).

This is particularly the case in the religious areas of the program, and there is a concern

that greater efforts will have to be made to find the best people to staff them. "I don,t

know how many people are going into this area of study in the first place. Plus, we

require them to be certified, and they have to have the certain something special that

we're looking for. It's very difficult" (Interview #1).

I want to be sure that I'm getting the best of what's available, but it's hard

to make people understand that not everybody wants to come teach here,

that your choices here are limited by the nature of the job. If you can ger

a job teaching one class, you're not going to take a job teaching two unless

you're dedicated to Jewish education, because it's a lot harder and a lot

more demanding (Interview #3).

It is hoped that the increase in government funding will enable the schools to attract these
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people with salaries which can compete with the public school system.

Religion

Although not all of Manitoba's government funded independent schools are

religiously affiliated, many are. At a time when it is being deleted from the great

majority of public schools, the issue of religion becomes quite pertinent.

Allowances for the inclusion of religious teaching in government funded schools

were made initially only before or after school hours. However, some independent

schools get around that provision by referring to their religiously based courses in terms

acceptable to the government. In some cases, where parochial schools openly dedicate

parts of their day to religious teaching, they receive funding only for the government-

approved secular portion of their curricula.

Religion, like many other controversial things, seems to be highly subjective.

Depending on who asks, and to whom one speaks, opinion regarding the value, the

importance, and the presence and method of delivery of religion varies greatly. Some

feel that religion is an underlying current in the school's essence and that it is not

prevalent.

[The religious aspect] wasn't there when I was there [in the 1960s). It was

there but it wasn't primary. It wasn't as if... when I was there, it was

rcÙ% Catholic kids and now it isn't. When I was there, I would say that

a good 25 to 30% or probably 60% were non-Catholic. There was a large

Jewish contingent - about 30%. The way that the school accepts kids is

that they want there to be a religious component in their life, and they have

to get a letter or something from their pastor, rabbi or priest, to show that
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they're part of a parish or whatever. And then, from a non-

denoniminational point of view, they do things - like the community

service side of things, and learning to give. So I mean, that side of it is

there subtly, not the "let's pull out the Bible and memorizn the Book of

Exodus" or anything like that (Interview #4).

Others involved with the same school feel that without question, it plays a major role in

the school's existence. "The orientation of the school is that of a religious school. That

is our fundamental goal. And, we would always say that as our reason for existing"

(Interview #5).

Some feel that the popularity of independent schools has been and will continue

to be increased due to the absence of religion in the public school system. There is a

feeling that even though parents in general may well be becoming more secular in their

day to day lives, they do retain their interest in tradition, and feel that school is the ideal

place for their children to learn about it.

Certainly, there are religious values in the school. The parent body is more

secular - there's no question, although it's interesting. At the board level,

we discuss philosophy and so on and the parents all say that they can't care

if the kids don't speak Hebrew but they do want their kids to know what

goes on in shul [synagogue], want them to know that "shiva" is [seven day

observance following a death in the immediate familyl. you know, they

want them to know all of those things - to be able to come in and to

"daven" [pray], to be called up to the Torah and so on. so that it,s kind

of a paradox. They're not interested in "kashrut", they're not interested in



the observation of "shabbat", and the holidays and "pesach" [passover] and

so on, and fasting on "Yom Kippur" [most solemn fast day following

Jewish New Yearl. But they are interested in retaining the tradition and

even the religious/synagogue skills, which have really kept us together

(Interview #3).

Not only are parents becoming more secular in nature, so too it seems, is society

in general. This is reflected in the staffs of religiously-based schools. The presence of

trained clergy as teachers and administrators is unquestionably less than it was even 20

years ago, partially due to the fact that so few people today compared to then are even

interested in entering the clergy. So, while the values, traditions and rites associated with

religion remain important, the responsibility for imparting them appears to be being

shifted more and more to others.

School Philosophy and Objectives

The philosophies and objectives of independent schools essentially form the ground

upon which they are based, and their "raison d'être". For that reason, most believe that

an increase in government funding wilt not have any effect on this particular aspect of

independent schools. "Apart from that, I think that probably the principles and the

philosophies behind the type of education offered at School #1 remain the same as alwavs

- or at least much the same" (Interview #6).

If it did, they contend that the independent schools may as well cease to exist.

I don't think that the BJE @oard of Jewish Education) would ever accept

the notion that the government would dictate - with regards to religion.

That's what this school is. That's what the big difference is. Religion is...
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it's not just a language school, and not just a culture school. Kids pray

here every single day. The courts just declared that you don't have to pray.

Well, that's an integral part of our program. There would be no reason to

exist if we couldn't, if there were no difference, and if we couldn't do that.

We close, [the Hebrew Bilingual school] doesn't close on Jewish holidays.

We close on Fridays in the winter before Shabbat and so on. So that, the

BJE would never - those kinds of strings could never be attached.

Otherwise there really would be no basis for existing (Interview #3).

The government is only dictating what they have to do in terms of the core

curriculum. What they do in terms of the philosophy of the school, and the

nature of the education that they provide should not change at 80%

(Interview #9).

As with many issues surrounding independent schools, there is some disagreement

with regards to the evolution of school philosophies. However, while some feel that

things remain basically as they were forty years ago, there seems to be some consensus

that some changes have occurred over the years. What has, without question, remained

the same, is that many of the religiously-affiliated independent schools are based upon the

education of the complete child. That is, the spiritual and moral and material aspects of

a child's education and life are addressed, and religion is not only integrated into the

school program, but permeates its heart and soul.

Where changes have occurred in school philosophies and objectives, they seem to

have to do with the leadership of the school at any given time, and with the world outside

of the school and the changes it is experiencing at any given time. The direction which
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a school takes depends largely on the leadership (or lack thereof) of its princþal and

governing board. The extent to which leadership is itself more religious or more

academic/intellectual can influence the feeling in a school. In the case of religiously-

based schools, an issue such as the role of women in the church or synagogue can have

a tremendous impact on what takes place in terms of education. The effect of something

like this can prove to be divisive in a community and can therefore cause problems in an

educational setting.

X's strength and leadership has made an incredible difference. The times

have changed, the requirements have changed. I think there is a change to

the extent that we have a Director of Education who is more religious in the

old-fashioned sense and is more drawn to that side of what we are doing

than the previous superintendent, who was much more of an intellectual and

an academic. That has had an impact on the change in the Judaic studies

and some of the other things that have happened. One other thing that I

think has had a tremendous change is women doing the services [in the

synagoguel on an equal footing. I think that's had a tremendous impact for

a lot of reasons. Just the sheer intellectual one of how can you argue for

second class status in this day and age for more than half of your students.

I think that that shift has had a very positive effect. I strongly support that

although it didn't do down well with a lot of people and we still have a lot

of problems with it. But ... trying to revise the Judaic curriculum has

really forced us to look at it. I don't know that we've always made the best

choices but we've certainly made choices with the right idea in mind



In efforts to keep up with a changing world and changing times, courses offered

may change occasionally, as may changes in the perspective taken on things such as

discipline, staffing, and philosophical expectations.

A school like any other situation, is constantly adapting to society and to

the situation that it finds itself in. And so our school would be like that

also. The other changes were changes in courses and things like that,

changes in the perspective of the school that have been brought aboutjust

because we're in the 80s and 90s. We've brought in all kinds of programs,

that weren't here ten years ago. Biology programs, computer programs,

things of that sort, keyboarding programs, so there have been changes like

that. There have been changes in our discipline, philosophy and things of

that sort. Obviously, all schools ten years ago dealt with students very

differently than today. So, we've kept up with the times (Interview #5).

Media

(Interview #1).

While the issue of increased government funding to independent schools is perhaps

not as prevalent an issue as it was at one time, it is still one which surfaces occasionally

in the media. If one pays attention to that which is reported and that which appears on

editorial pages or letters to the editor, one will likely garner the assumption that increased

funding is not something which is advantageous to the general public of Manitoba.

"Media, first of all, has generally it would seem, taken or been very much opposed to

what the government's been doing" (Interview #9). In fact, if one were not fully

cognizant of all of the details concerning the background and terms of this funding, one
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may believe that it is highly detrimental to the health of the province's public school

system.

The image put forth of the independent school, most often referred to in the media

as the "private school" is, for the most part, an image of the elite, well-to-do institution,

which in reality, is not the case for the majority of Manitoba's independent schools

@oornbos, 1989, p.7). The average newspaper reader is not aware of the small. church

affiliated schools, which truly endure a struggle to continue operating.

What the media also neglects to do, for the most part, is fully explain the terms

of government funding of independent schools. While articles report that "the province

had committed itself to increasing private school funding to 80 percent of public school

funding by 1997" (Wild, 1993, p.B3), they do not reflect the true nature of government

funding, which has been previously outlined. However, they do not report that

Really, independent schools don't do as well as it appears to the public. So

actually, for example a three percent increase for the public schools would

amount to a greater number of dollars than would a nine percent increase

for the independent schools (Interview #8).

Elitism

The great majority of people still refer to independent schools as private schools,

term which carries the connotation of elitism. For example,

When you walk through the doors of Balmoral Hall, the place looks like

everyone's idea of an elite private school - it's new, it's shiny and there

¿Ìre computers everywhere.

Balmoral Hall isn't typical of the province's 95 independent schools - it's



just what everyone thinks they are all like (Balmoral, 1992, p.Bl).

Additionally, the term private

evokes the image that independent schools are being academically and

economically elitist. The truth, however, is that on the whole, the

independent schools in Manitoba serve the same wide ability range of

students served by the public school system. There are independent schools

in the inner city as well as in the suburbs @oornbos, 1989, p.7)

As the terminology is changed, so too may the perceptions surrounding the institutions,

particularly if added information accompanies the change in terminology.

'We don't exclude if people want to come. So we're not restrictive or

restricted in that sense. That's where people have trouble. And we're not

elitist in the sense that you can only come if you can afford to come.

Those are the kinds of things that seem to get people's backs up about

independent/pnvate/public - whatever you want to call them - "other

schools" (Interview #1).

In the meantime, there remain the perceptions that those who choose independent

schooling for their children can well afford it, and that while there are only

approximately 10,000 students in Manitoba's independent school system as opposed to

200,000 in its public school system, that the smaller number represents the elite in

society, or a group of very powerful and influential people which has the capacity to

capture the attention of the government much more readily than its public school

counterparts.

It doesn't take long to translate that out, except that it's again looking at it
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politically, a case of most of those who send their kids to private schools

would be regarded among the elite in society, i.e. the more influential

(Interview #2).

The high tuitions at many independent schools are seen as a barrier to the majority

of people in society, who feel that in any case, they are well-served by the public system.

What is perhaps not as clearly understood, is that even schools deemed to be in a

different class by independent school members and supporters offer and hand out a

substantial amount of scholarship and bursary money.

Schools like Balmoral Hall and St. Johns Ravenscourt may have higher

costs per pupil. However, those schools are really not as elitist as people

tend to think because I know that they give a lot of money out in the form

of scholarships and bursaries (Interview #8).

This enables those with the intellectual, if not the financial ability, to attend. "It's the

policy of the school to select the kids and accept the kids first and then provide the

finances, and so that's why the bursary program is so important" (Interview #4).

Those more well-known schools aside, there is the assertion by some that in fact,

independent schools can be less elitist than certain public schools, if one considers the fact

that they cater to a far wider ranging group of people with a greater socio-economic mix

than would public schools located in Tuxedo, Charleswood or Linden Woods for

example.

The clientele at the exclusive St. John's Ravenscourt may rank higher than

average on the socioeconomic scale, but is little different than the

community served by Shaftsbury High School in Tuxedo. Ravenscourt,s
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strong academic program is comparable to the International Baccalaureate

offered at a handful of public high schools - for which students also go

through a selection process @indera, 1989, p.Zs)

Finally, some of the independent schools feel that they are in a no-win situation.

Because some independent schools are deemed elitist, some say that they ought not be

funded. However, it is the feeling, at least of school administrations, that government

funding is enabling many independent schools to charge less money for tuition than they

would have to in the absence of funding, thus making them more accessible in general

and less elitist.

I don't think these schools have nor will they ever have the complete

exclusivity that some people think they do, simply because I think you'll

find that a good 20 to 25 percent of students attending go on bursaries,

scholarships, or subventions of some kind (Interview #6).

Without this funding, the contention that independent schools are elitist may well become

a self-fulling prophecy.

I think it makes the school a little more available to people obviously. I

always thought the government put us in a kind of 'catch 22' position. you

have critics saying that the school is elitist and shouldn't be funded, but by

denying funding, you force the school to charge even more for its services

and for what it's doing. And, instead of making it so that the school is

available to the average person, in a sense, by withholding money they

create the situation that they then accuse the school of being in, which I

don't think is very fair (Interview #5).



Government Restrictions and Scrutinv

A question often posed when increased government funding to independent schools

is discussed, is how this will affect the schools in terms of their autonomy, and how the

schools in general will react to this. The answer seems quite clearly to be that the

majority of independent schools in this province welcome the government,s input and

guidance in most matters of school operation. "I don't think it's an intrusion of any kind

whatsoever. That eventually you've got to pay the piper, but right now I don,t see that,,

(Interview #3). In fact, there is a feeling that most schools already comply with certain

requirements/regulations, and that those who do not do so should be. In that sense, the

"restrictions" and scrutiny may indeed be positive for all, as they force schools which

were not operating according to conventional norms and standards to do so, and it forces

all independent schools which receive funding to be responsible.

There are certain compliance requirements that we would be doing anyway

- the reporting requirements. We have a duty to follow the Manitoba

Public schools Act, which we were doing anyway, so |m not aware of any

restrictions except in the most positive ways - it causes us, no forces us,

to be financially responsible. I think we were financially responsible before

but having sat on the board of the MFIS I know that not all schools were

reporting at the same level as we were, and for the same period of time, so

that public money has forced a more reliable standard and usage and I think

that's positive. I think the public is entitled to know where the money is

spent and to oversee it in that sense, so I think it's brought those schools

that have not been - I'm not saying that they were doing anything wrong,
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but they hadn't necessarily been complying in a particularly businesslike

way to come up to a different standard (Interview #1).

That being said, there are very few government inspectors, so rather than visits

by these "liaison officers" being threatening, they have become more cordial, and most

schools feel that the things they would be checking for ought to be in schools regardless.

The negotiating team of the MFIS, in outlining the terms of increased government

funding to independent schools called for several things which it felt would increase the

credibility and viability of its member schools. Things such as administrative and

financial accountability were of course of prime importance, as the government and in

turn the public has the right to know where its money is going. The schools were

required to set up proper boards of directors, to elect advisory boards and to become

legally incorporated. They were also required to keep and frle proper student records.

Finally, a three year waiting period was implemented before funding would be given to

new schools, in order to ensure their stability.

The government in turn required several things of the independent schools.

Provincially certified teachers must cover provincially approved curricula, using

provincially prescribed textbooks, and the school year must be made up of a certain

minimum number of school days. These are things which parents and patrons hope that

independent schools would do regardless of government funding. The increased money

should therefore simply help provide the sound education in the safe environment that

most of these schools were providing prior to it.

To me the funding means that you have to teach the Manitoba curriculum

- the money is to help provide sound education to the students that are
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coming to you for education. To me that means that you will follow the

Manitoba curriculum which we do scrupulously, and then go beyond it. It
means that you will use certified teachers, which we do - all our teachers

are certified. And it means that you wilt provide education in a safe

environment - everything that you would expect in a public school

(Interview #5).

The final outcome of the negotiations was the co-called "letter of comfort" from

the government of Manitoba to the MFIS, in which atl of the terms of funding are clearly

outlined (See Appendix 4 "Letter of Comfort").

While a slight loss of autonomy is inevitable, it is understood that the government

would never intervene in terms of dictating who will teach, who will attend, and how

certain things, such as religion, are covered.

While it was a long time coming, and while the funding agreed to by both parties

will in perspective not be the bonanza some think it to be, there is a sense of satisfaction.

What seems to be most important is that the lines of communication between the

government and the independent schools which it helps fund are kept open, and that the

dialogue is ongoing.

Accountability

Whenever money in general, or public money in particular is given out, there are

usually calls for increased accountability. "For certain grants you have to be able to

account for the use of funds in a very specific way" (Interview #3). The public wants,

and has the right to question where its money is going and how it is being used. When

articles appear in the press, they often raise the issue. For example,
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When private schools were financed by the tuition fees paid by the parents,

the policy and administrative methods of the schools were a private matter

between the school and its customers - so long as the rudimentary

requirements of school law were met. With each passing year, however,

the once-private schools are brought more into the public domain. The

government is paying for those schools and the government must answer for

what goes on in them. The government is extracting money from the

taxpayers and giving it to those private institutions and it should be able to

show that the money has been well spent and has achieved a public purpose

(More, 1988, np).

At the insistence of both the government and the negotiating team of the Manitoba

Federation of Independent Schools, provisions for the reporting of administrative,

educational and financial accountability formed part of the agreement forged regarding

increased government funding.

The executive of the MFIS supported accountability. There was no way in

justice, that anybody should get public money without being accountable.

We went to the government, and proposed a set of regulations, apart from

what they had thought of and they said, you want that? And we said, you'll

be criticized, we'll be criticized, why don't we set up some regulations, and

part of the June \2 agreement set up administrative accountability, financial

accountability, student records, we asked that all these schools be legally

incorporated. And that the Board of Directors be set up as a body

corporate and politic, duly incorporated according to the laws of Manitoba
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and Canada, and governed by their proper constituted Board of Directors.

We also looked after newly established independent schools. We required

a waiting period so they could prove themselves - like three years. We

also covered independent schools in existence as of 1990, and how they

would fit. We also developed a policy or a regulation in relation with non-

resident schools. So no, those regulations are there, and I don't think

they're hard to live with.

The other thing we asked for is an audit. We not only asked for and got

an audit that schools will have to do now, but we also have - what they

call an administrative audit which is a supplementary auditor's report, and

what it does is it audits the administration of the school - the effectiveness

of the administration of the school and how they live accountably

(Interview #8).

This will undoubtedly be something positive for all involved, as it will heþ ensure that

minimum standards are adhered to, and that the public is assured that government money

is being used responsibly by those who receive it.

They now have to be accountable, administratively, educationally and

financially. And, just as there are good and bad public schools there were

some really good and some maybe not so good independent schools,

because they were smaller schools, you know, smaller communities. They

kind of can, sort of go their own way, they didn,t have to meet any

standards. And what has happened as a result is that now they've had to

make sure that they meet certain standards (Interview #9).



Special Needs

It certainly seems that Manitoba's independent schools, for the most part, do not

particularly cater to children with special needs. Before proceeding, it should be clarified

that the term "special needs children" need not apply to those with mental disabilities, but

to those with physical disabilities such as hearing or sight impairments as well. When

asked about provisions for special needs children, more than one person interviewed

responded mainly in terms of programs for gifted and talented students, and only

secondarily in terms of students deficient in some area.

While the issue of special needs children is by no means a new one, it is one

which is beginning to be of greater consequence in the independent school system, and

one which will continue to gain attention in years to come. The question posed by the

editor of the Anglo-Jewish press, of "how quicHy and how far should the Board of
Jewish Education move, when it comes to accepting mentally handicapped students in its

schools" @roceed, 1993, p.4) typifres the question in the minds of many supporters of
independent schools.

What is largely at issue is that parents of special needs children have the same

right to choose the type of education they give their children as any parent has, but that

for the most part, the choice of the independent school has essentially not been a choice

at all.

This is currently a hotly debated issue in the Jewish community, wherein two

definite and distinct factions have formed. Those on the side of the BJE and its position

state that the BJE has had a policy on special needs children in place since 1986, when

a profoundly handicapped child attended one of its schools. They recognize that they are
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at odds with the WJCC, but feel that they are handling the situation adequately.

It's become a big potitical issues. We have been at logger heads, I will tell

you, with their Special Needs Committee and some other people, who felt

that they spoke for the whole community, but in my opinion didn't

necessarily speak for the whole community. So there have been some

political problems, and I hope that it will not get in the way of the process,

but in fact, we've been handling special needs kids on an ad hoc basis all

along (Interview #1).

The BJE welcomes government money as a method of bridging the gap between funds

available from the V/JCC and what is needed to address the needs of its special needs,

including disabled students. Government funds, which were previously very student-

specific, will as of the 1993-94 school year be able to be used generally where needed.

V/e will be eligible for the block grant which will give us a pot of money

that will enable us to back staff resource, assist gifted and talented, because

that's also a special need on the other side (Interview #l).

The BJE may in fact use the funds earmarked for special needs for gifted students if it
so chooses, which presents the added concern that once again, students at the other end

of the spectrum will be slighted. Indeed, in discussing the special needs category, some

are quick to point out that almost 20 percent of the approximatety 630 BJE students

received specialized instruction for the gifted, while the sysrem accommodates fewer than

5 students who are mentally disabled.

There are concerns on the part of the BJE, that the inclusion of disabled students

in its system may place added strains on an already stretched budget, as staff and physical



facilities must be adequately prepared.

Part of that was that society in general didn't know how to meet these

needs. Part of what we're trying to develop in our application is that we

need a needs assessment to find out who we have to help, what needs to be

helped, what kinds of things are we talking about, and how do we go about

creating the course to inservice our teachers and then get our teacher

inserviced and up to speed so that they can deal with this and that's time

consuming and expensive (Interview #1).

There are further concerns about the reactions of parents of students currently enroled in

the system, and about the correct way of handling the integration of special needs

students.

Although the BJE wishes to handle the issue of special needs students in its own

way and its own time frame, it is not entirely free to do so. Despite the fact that the

balance of support for BJE schools may be shifting with increased government funding,

they are still greatly supported by the WJCC, and are, as such, obligated to take a certain

amount of direction from that body. In L992, in response to requests by a lobby group,

the WJCC struck a Special Needs Committee (SNC) to look into all areas of Special

Needs in the Jewish community, one of them being education.

The SNC, in early 1993, proposed that a policy regarding the integration of atl

special needs children in the Jewish community be struck, and this proposal, accepted by

the WJCC, suggested that a pilot project for integration be in place by the fall of 1gg3,

with full implementation by L99a. It is the position of the SNC that "it is an absolute

right of every Jewish child to receive an education appropriate to their particular needs
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(including their need as Jewish persons) by the Jewish school system" (Henteleff, lgg3,

p.4), and it is on this basis that the SNC makes its case. In a strongly-worded letter, the

co-chair of the SNC states that

Everyone knows that the Jewish parochial school system has neither the will

nor the capacity to deal with special needs children other than the gifted.

The fact is that it has long been the policy of the Jewish school system to

try and be equivalent of SJR/BH. Those in charge of our Jewish

educational system are of the view that in order to continue to attract, the

...system had to be elitist. That was and is the policy. [The BJE must be]

made to recognize that the gifted have no greater priority to receive a

Jewish education than other special needs children. The WJCC and BJE

will have to make diffrcult decisions. The Jewish community will have to

take a hard look at its priorities. But trying one's best to accommodate

children with special needs should not ... be one which continues to exclude

Jewish special needs children from receiving the same right of equal

opportunity as the gifted" (Henteleff, 1993, p.7).

There is quite obviously a great difference of opinion between the two sides as to

how the BJE ought to proceed. What seems clear is that each side has definite ideas. and

that the issue will have to be dealt with quite cautiously.

IVhile government funding to independent schools for special needs children is less

than it is for public schools, part of the problem seems to be the government's awareness

of the majority of independent schools' policies of exclusion of special needs children.

Some suggest that if independent schools changed their policies and actively sought to
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integrate special needs children, their requests for additional government funding to assist

in this endeavour would not be turned down "the money for special needs children the

independent schools can claim directly from the provincial government" (Interview #8).

It is entirely possible that the situation which is occurring in the Jewish community

with regards to the education of its special needs students is not unique, and that this issue

may prove, if not divisive, at least of great concern to other communities and other

independent schools.

Culture

It is somewhat diffrcult to define exactly what the culture of a school is unless one

lives the school's life daily. Even then, change in a school is not always evident, as

change which takes place over time is not readily felt. Having said that, there is little

dispute over the fact that the culture of independent schools varies from that of public

schools, and that the culture of independent schools has evolved over the past number of

years.

There is a feeling that independent schools are completely different from public

schools in several ways. Aside from obvious things like religion and student gender,

there seems to be a sense that the independent schools differ from public schools in terms

of their generally prevalent attitude that education is revered and in terms of the fact that

doing well in all aspects of school and school life is not only accepted but applauded.

That is a notion generally agreed upon.

You aren't frowned upon for being or for wanting to be a good student, in

fact the opposite, you're revered for it. For that matter, many of the jocks

are also excellent students and thatis definitely a strength (Interview #6).
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More specifically, there is little doubt that the culture of certain independent

schools has changed over the years, however there is not really consensus as to whether

that is a good thing or not. There does however, seem to be definite consensus about the

fact that whatever changes have occurred or will take place with regards to the culture

of the independent schools have not and will not occur due to increased government

funding. Rather, it is felt that change in this area occurs due to other reasons.

For example, for one Catholic school, a move from a downtown campus to one

in the suburbs generated all sorts of change. Changes in the demographics of

communities also affect their school's culture. For instance, a major shift in a

community's populations from one area of the city to another causes an increase in

enrolment superficially. Underlying that, it would tikely be safe to say that such a shift

in demographics may also mean a change in the socio-economic status of families and

therefore of students attending a school. Accompanying that, there is a feeling that many

members of this community are becoming increasingly secular, so while the religious

aspect of what is taught in school remains important, it becomes evident that the values

of students and parents are shifting from what they once were, and that the parent and

student bodies are less and less interested in practising what is preached, so to speak, at

school. Along the same lines, whereas at one time a good percentage of staff was

religious, it becomes increasingly difficult today not only to find qualified people to

teach, but to find people interested in entering the field of Judaic education. The shift

in the nature of the staff has a direct effect on the culture of the school.

There are mixed feelings in a Catholic independent school as to whether the

definite change in its culture is good or detrimental to the school. The increased
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availability of bursary money has, in the past number of years, made it easier for those

of lesser means, such as new immigrants to the country, to attend the school. This

changes the ethnic mix at the school, and certainly causes it to be more highly visible.

You know the ethnic mix in our school today is much more visible than it

was perhaps twenty ears ago - but again, that reflects the changing

population here in the city in general and in the Catholic community in

particular. You'll see many more Filipino students, students of Eastern

cultures, Vietnamese and so on. And I think that that's really been great

for the school because I believe that it brings it closer to a realistic ethnic

mix. I mean, let's face it - not everyone in the world is white, Anglo-

Saxon, so, yes, that's changed (Interview #5).

Some say that this is a good thing, because it mirrors what is actually occurring in society

today, and because it affords the opportunity for excellence in education to some who

may otherwise not have had it.

I think that the change in our school's culture has definitely been a good

thing - it promotes the position of the school in society because it shows

that we are in a sense mirroring the real world. For example, I would say

that 15 years ago we probably had two Filipino [students]. Now about 10

to 15 % of our student body is made up of Filipinos. Keeping in mind that

we have a fairly large amount of bursary money available, which eases the

financial burden on new immigrants and so on (Interview #7).

Additionally, it seems that the notion of excellence in education is part of what

draws those of other faiths to this particular school. Therefore, as opposed to having a
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student body which is 100 percent Catholic, it has one which is approximately 70 percent

Catholic and 30 percent "other" (including Hindu, Jewish, Muslim, Protestant and Sikh).

This disturbs some.

What could happen with [School Number One] if they don't change the mix

- the culture could change. It would be a normal process because other

people are there, and they're mixing. That's not bad, but it's not the right

kind of thing for that school (Interview #8).

Some again, believe that this is a good thing, as it helps Catholics deal more realistically

with ethnicity and other religions, and as it helps those of other faiths deal with and form

their own religious values.

Of course, we don't for a minute think or should I say, forget that this is

a Catholic school. But, by virtue of the fact that there is a larger mix of

ethnicity and race, I think that our Catholic [students] learn to deal with

their own feelings about that and actually the reality of the world outside

before leaving the conñnes of the school. So perhaps in a sense that makes

them somewhat better rounded and adjusted individuals than they may have

been should they have been, should I say ghettoized with their own. Now,

having said that, we are still a Catholic school, and therefore all students

and parents who choose to attend here must be open to the teachings of our

religion. While we don't hope or expect or attempt in any way to convert

them to our way of thinking, we believe that the study of it can help them

in the formation of their own religious beliefs and values (Interview #7).

While it is made clear that all attending the school must be open to learning about the
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teachings of Catholicism, there are some who believe that the religious mix goes against

the very nature of the reason the school was established to begin with. These are

problems which will not easily be resolved, but which do not seem to be affecting the day

to day operation of the school in any significant way because those choosing to attend

recognize and accept the nature of the school, and to that end behave respectfully.

What Keeps the Independent School Independent

A common question which arises during the discussion about increased government

funding to independent schools is what in fact will keep them independent. prior to

addressing that question, the issue of terminology should be clarifred. Schools which are

not part of the public mainstream used to be called private schools and are still referred

to that way by many people. The term of preference today is independent schools.

However, as those involved with these schools are often quick to point out, they are

actually only really independent of the public sector.

I think that schools such as ours are not actually private, nor are they

actually independent. What they are, in reality, is independent of the public

sector, and we must always bear that in mind. There is no question that

schools are certainly losing some of their autonomy. They couldn't

possibly expect not to and receive public funds at the same time

(Interview #5).

"Many of them are controlled by religious denominations and most of them are

financially dependent on the government. That makes them dependent on both church

and state ..." (Dafoe, 1993, p.A8). However, these schools offer some kind of

alternative to public schools:



For people who require religious content in their children's education

beyond what can be asked of the public schools, the private schools are an

important aspect of their freedom of religious belief. For people who

wonder whether the public school divisions ate sufficiently creative,

efficient, innovative or attentive to students, the private schools provide a

basis for comparison (Dafoe, 1993, p.A8).

While students are not supposed to be turned away if schools accept government

money, the reality is that independent schools "reserve the right to exclude teachers or

pupils who do not match the character, usually the religious character, that the sponsors

wish for their school" (Dafoe, 1993, p.A8). Additionally, it is the case that while

independent schools must adhere to the provincially prescribed secular core curricula,

they retain complete control over how their religious curricula and components are

integrated and delivered during the school day.

Now, I would draw the line when the government says we're going to give

you this money and we're going to dictate who's going to teach in your

school and even who you can accept because obviously, if we are a

Catholic school, our reason for existing is to educate Catholic students -
the same thing would be true of the Mennonite Schools and the Jewish

Schools and so on. And, if you tell those schools if you take this money

you have to take anybody who knocks at the door, well, then you're just

another public school, in which case, thank you but no thanks, because

that's not what the deal was. 'We have a right to this education - to our

own particular religion, our own particular language, what have you.
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Existing philosophies, programs, standards, class size and structure are also retained.

I think we're independent - I think we still have a say, certainly in our

Judaic curriculum - we set that - nobody else sets that. How we run our

schools in the integration of Judaism into the school day. What we teach

our kids in that area - nobody's going to say anything about that except us.

But are we independent? I think so. The changes that we've been making on the

Judaic studies program over the last few years started with discussions with the

parents. Nobody else has an impact on that unless we bring in some experts to

advise us as to the technical ways of going about doing something, or how best to

generate a consensus on certain issues. But, nobody tells us what to do. The

synagogues do not, the rabbis do not, they have an impact, they have input

(Interview #1).

Some people involved with independent schools tie the notion of independence to

money. For them, the idea of accepting government funding is unattractive. However,

even those of this opinion must agree that the amount of money received from the

government by independent schools is not significant enough to influence what occurs to

any major extent. This is particularly the case since not only are government grants not

increasing at a very quick rate, but money to education in general is actualty being

reduced. Therefore, there is still a great need for parental involvement to ensure that the

financial support for independent schools' existence is ensured.

There's two reasons why they won't flose their independent nature]. One

is they're not getting enough money, and that God knows will be forever,

(Interview #5).
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I suppose. The other reason is parental involvement, and that's critical

(Interview #8).

As well, the government money does not necessarily have to be used for any one thing.

How it is spent and how it is best spent varies greatly from school to school depending

on each school's agenda and circumstance, which in turn vary greatly. It would seem

therefore that government money witl only enhance what is already in existence in the

schools by ensuring that certain uniform standards are adhered to.

Many people who patronize independent schools believe that independence is not

tied to money, but to the moral beliefs and underlying philosophies on which many

independent schools are based, and that nothing, including government money, will cause

that to diminish in any way.

Philosophically, independence is not always tied to money, although I must

tell you that some in the Catholic community were opposed to accepting

government money because some believe that it is. But, there are more of

us who believe that independence is based on moral beliefs and underlying

philosophies.

Government money will not cause the disappearance of those things - it

will likely only enhance what is already there by ensuring that certain

standards are adhered to (Intervíew #7).

It is believed that most schools' history of exemplary education witl be maintained, and

that the self-discipline, manners and solid education which comprise their essence will

continue to be at their forefront.

They'll still be run by the people who are running them now. They won't
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be run by the government or by people hired by the government. They will

still have independent school boards, much different than public school

boards. Then too, these schools all have some sort of history that makes

them unique. They have goals and objectives and they stick by them. The

school will still maintain its standards, it will still maintain its programs,

after all, that's the value of it. If it for some reason fails to do that, then

it does become the same as any other school. But generally, private

schools have a history of exemplary education and I'm relatively certain

that they will maintain that. These schools are essentially all offering some

kind of alternative to the public schools, and so will likely continue to do

that. Things like self-discipline, good manners, good, solid education,

these all seem, to me at least, to be a large part of what these schools are

all about (Interview #6).

The Effects on Independent and public Schools

Itis questionable whether those uninvolved with the independent school system will

be at all affected by increased government funding. "I just don't know - it just doesn't

seem to me that other than a few of the politicians that for most people it's really a big

issue. Because it hasn't affected the public schools" (Interview #9). There are of course

those who say that because of the government's funding of independent schools, the

public school system, which is already in financial diffrculty, will be further starved.

This argument is fuetled publicly by the direct opposition of MAST and MTS to the

funding of independent schools.

In a submission to the Premier and Cabinet of the Province of Manitoba bv the



MTS in January of 1989, the MTS put forth its positions:

The Society is not opposed to the existence of private schools but believes

that where formed they be under the Legislation of the Minister of

Education and that they not be publicly funded.

In a brief prepared by MAST in January of 1989, MAST put forth its position:

Manitoba school trustees are extremely concerned about the accelerated

pace at which successive governments have diverted educations funds from

public schools to the private school system. (See Appendix 5 for full text).

Some say though, that just because a system is given more money it won't necessarily

be better, so that public schools should learn how to optimize the results of the money

they have.

However, direct independent school funding may have positive effects for the

public. Direct delivery of grant money in the early 1980s did not change finances per

se, but it did lessen the politics involved since the distribution of money no longer had

to be done through respective school divisions. This funding may also enable

independent schools to provide some amount of competition for the public system, and

force the latter to maintain high standards in order to deal with this competition.

Actually, it's also not such a bad thing for the public sector, because it now

means that public schools no longer have a complete monopoly over

education. New choices mean that public schools also have to shape up.

Private schools also do many innovative things, and maybe the public

schools could actually learn a thing or two from the way we operate. Yes,

the more I think about it, it might put a little needed heat on public schools
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The initial reaction to the question of how increased government money will affect

independent schools is that there really won't be much of an effect because the funding

is being phased in over time and therefore any changes will be subtle and largely

intangible.

I really don't think that that funding will have any kind of dramatic impact

on the independent schools, for the simple reason that it's being phased in

so slowly, and it will be occurring only incrementally over a period of

time. Therefore, it's like when you live with something every day, you

don't really notice changes that are subtle or slight. It's the same thing

here (Interview #6).

I don't see a big effect. I think there's a greater concern, in my mind, about

the reduction in government funding to public schools - that the percentage

keeps going down, and more and more is being loaded onto the property

taxes. Because then the 80% won't achieve the financial objective we

thought it would at the time we started this. I'd prefer to have gone back

to negotiate percentage of cost instead but it's too late for that

(Interview #9).

In fact, in British Columbia, important shifts sometimes attributed to the legislation on

increased government funding were already underway prior to its implementation

(Barman, 1991, p.16). So, it is questionable whether funding necessarily causes changes

or whether these things would in fact have changed without the increased money simply

as a result of changing times and changing school clientele. Those directly involved feel

to improve their own programs (Interview #5).

It9
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that while a small amount of autonomy may naturally be given up due to government

funding it, in turn may force accountability and thus legitimize what these schools are

doing. It is difficult to attribute many of the changes which have taken place due to the

increased money. As do many things in society, independent schools experience change

constantly as they try to adapt to society and to their own set of circumstances.

However, there do seem to be some things which can be attributed to increased

government funding.

Perhaps foremost is that regardless of the actual amount, government money is

proving to be a reliable and dependable source of income, which is making both the

budgeting process and the decision-making process somewhat easier.

The reliability of the government grant really makes a big difference. This

year it was horrible because our grant was cut and the comfort letter under

which we are operating was put on hold, so we got hit twice and that made

it very difficult to budget this year. The comfort letter will bring us up to

80% of the public school grant in a certain period of time. That timetable

has been shifted - it was stopped/frozen for a yeaÍ, so not only did we not

get the increase in the grant that we had anticipated, but in addition we

were cut back 2% on other funds because of economics in the community

at this time. So we got a double hit and had to adjust for that. But, even

with that, knowing that this is a reliable source makes it easier for us to

budget, to predict and to make the kinds of choices that we need to make

(Interview #1).

Because schools no longer have to rely solely on their own sources of funding,
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fluctuations in enrolment are easier to deal with. White some believe that enrolments will

increase dramatically as a result of increased government funding, it seems unlikely that

this will be the case. Independent schools may become more available to people because

increased funding may enable them to keep tuitions, if not down, at least steady.

The increase in the government grant is coming fairly slowly, and so all

that it's really allowing us to do is to kind of hold tuition steady. I suppose

that what that could do over the years is it could make the school into the

price range of more people. What would have been out of somebody's

price range ten years ago, today would be quite cheap. So I think it might

provide some advantages that way, but that's about all. I think people have

a sense that with more government funding tuition will drop right off, but

the government funding doesn't come anywhere near to providing the cost

of educating the students (Interview #5).

However, there is a belief that this wilt not greatly affect enrolment because people

choose schools for other intrinsic and specific reasons.

What else does increased government funding do for independent schools? It

enables them to improve teachers' salaries which for the most part lag behind those of

public schools. In British Columbia,

rather than reducing fees and so encouraging families to consider

attendance, institutions used provincial funds primarily to raise teachers'

salaries toward provincial norms in the public system (Barman, lgg|,

p.18).

There's two things, obviously, that they could do with the found money.
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One is to hold the line on tuition, which they're not doing, and the other is

to improve the salaries, because as you know, there is a lower salary paid

to many teachers in private schools (Interview #2).

It helps to account for operating costs which inevitably increase yearly, such as salaries,

taxes, etc. This in turn may at some point allow a hotd on outrageous tuition increases

which otherwise would have had to be implemented in order to cover costs.

I think that the public money has had a tremendous impact on our school

system in the most positive way - it has made it easier for the community

to make sure that nobody gets turned away for financial reasons

(Interview #1).

The most major change which we have experienced is undoubtedly (and I
would add will most likely continue to be) the ability to keep tuition fees

down, in relative terms of course (Interview #7).

Money from government to private schools may at least offset or prevent

big bulges in tuition possibly (Inrerview #2).

Government funding allows for the improvement of programs and services such as

guidance, resource, gifted and talented, art and teacher librarians. It allows for the

modification of existing programs for individual students who for myriad reasons need

modifications. It forces administrative and financial accountability which ultimately

benefits everyone.

Additionally, government funding may make the difference to some schools of

whether or not they even exist.

A lack of resources and funds prompted an evangelical school to abandon



its identification with a particular denomination. In five years, its

enrolment increase [from 40 to 190 students] has exceeded more than all 18

Roman Catholic schools combined. The school's acting principal says

growth has largely resulted from agreeing to receive provincial support

(Santin, 1992,p.818).

There is a definite sense that the independent schools which receive government

funding are not interested in doing superficial things with the money. Rather, the money

is used in specific areas intentionally to implement changes in programming which are

based on quality and on efforts to put together, given financial limitations, the best

program possible.
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Some admit that government funding has indeed heþed in many areas. Others

point out that the amount of heþ is debatable since the amount of money is not truly as

great as some think. The findings of the research carried out for this thesis are

essentially contrary to the initial hypothesis outlined. It was tacitly assumed that an

increase in government funding to independent schools would be accompanied by

noticeable effects to the independent system. However, this was not always the case, as

illustrated by the following chart.

SUMMARY and CONCLUSIONS

CIIAPTER FTVE

L. Right to Choose

AREA

2. Why Independent
Schools are

Chosen

ANTICIPATED
EFFECTS
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Made easier by
infusion of extra
government money

3. Enrolment

Schools may be

chosen because of
perception that
government money
will make a
superior education
more affordable

REPORTED EFFECTS

. Feeling remains that the

right to choose is not
entirely realistic

To increase

No signif,rcant change in
reason for choice of
independent schools

Infusion of government
money has not changed

double burden of tuition and

taxes.

EXPLANATION

No significant change

Reasons for choosing
independent schools are

largely intrinsic, based on
things other than money, such
as religion, ethniçi¡y and sex

limitations.

In some cases, tuitions remain
prohibitive; some schools

voluntarily cap enrolment at a
specific number due to
physical space constriction
and due to desire to nraintain
sense of çgmmunify.



4. Competition

AREA
ANTICIPATED

EFFECTS

5. Admission/
Subsidies

Government
money will
increase

competition
between public
and independent

schools

REPORTED EFFECTS

6. Community
Politics

Admission policies
will be somewhat

relaxed - not as

restrictive
subsidies will
become easier to
dole out.

No sienificant effect

Existing politics
will increase

Admissions remain
selective to an extent
Subsidies become easier
to offer to those in need

Parents continue to choose
public or independent schools
for intrinsic reasons. Presence

of religion plays a large role
in choice.

EXPLANATION
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7. Fundraisins

Some communities
divided on issue of
whether or not to accept
government funding;
other communities
unaffected
Some schools feel
somewhat cheated of
money they would
otherwise have received

from their own
cornmunitv

Admission criteria remain
firmly and clearly outlined
policy of religious schools to
accept their own regardless of
ability to pay. Requires
monev to fulfrll.

Schools will have
to put less effort
into this area due

to availability of
government funds

While some comm¡rniliss
feel that the acceptance of
govemment funding will
lead to a certain loss of
autonomy,* other
communities feel that this
funding will only prove to
be of great benefit.

*in several are¿rs, money
in excess of that budgeted

must be returned to
community pool.

. Fundraising efforts must
continue to raise money

for capital expenditures,

upgrading, programming

' Efforts channellsd

toward people other than
those directly involved
in school commryf¡y

Government money is not
to be used for capital costs

It is feared that the well of
resources will soon run
d.y.



Parental

involvement may
decrease

9. Balance of
Support

REPORTED EFFECTS

Parental involvement has

stayed constant, ifnot
increased

May change

Salaries will
increase, thus

making it easier to
attract and keep
staff

11. Religion

' Parental commitment
continues to play a major
role in the schools

. Comprehension of financial
constraints and necessitv of
providing the best
programs within these

limitations
. Feeling of ownership,

EXPLANATION

Has changed in some cases
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. Some independent

school salaries are
already at par with those
of the public system;
others are gradually
increasing

. Staff still difficult to
attract

May become less

prominent in
independent

schools

12. School

Philosophy and

Objectives

Primary financial support
no longer comes from
community (from which it

. Presence of religion has

increased; plays a major
role

May be altered to
fit into
government
regulations

. Still difficult to attract
staff, as some independent
school teachers must
handle a double teaching
load

. Fewer religious people are
available to teach in

No change, other than

the changes attributed to
the need to keep up with
changing times

. Reason for existing is
religion

. Parents choose schools for
religious purposes

. Secular parents demand
religious training and
education as background
for children

Feeling that change would
undermine basis upon
which schools were
founded
Change attributed to



13. Elitism

AREA
ANTICIPATED

EFFECTS

Perception of
elitism of
independent

schools may
decrease

14. Government
Restrictions/
Scrutiny

REPORTED EFFECTS

Schools more easily
available due to increase
in availability of bursary
money

Public's perception of
independent schools

remains that they are
elitist

Will greatly

increase

15. Accountabilitv

Effect not greatly noticeable

EXPLANATION

16. Special Needs

Will greatly
increase

All independent schools
lumped into same caÞgory
as the most exclusive and
expensive schools
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17. Culture

Some schools had to
increase accountabili ty ;
others were already

accountable according to
the terms set out by the
government and the MFIS

Will be

accommodated on
a larger scale

. Maoy independent schools
already complying with
govemment regulations
prior to their being set

. Govel¡ment not requesting
anything of independent
schools which MFIS doe.s

not sanction
. Inspections not regular

Will change

. Profile of special needs

has been raised
. Number of special needs

students still very small

MFIS supports

accountability and

requested certain
regulations.

Schools which had to
increase accountability will
benefit from same.

Hard to attribute change in
culture to funding

. Some independent schools
seem to cater to students of
above average ability

Change attributed to change
in staffing pattems, change in
makeup of student and parent
bodies; change in society as a
whole



18. Independence of
Schools

Degree of
independence will
decrease

19. Effects of
Funding on
Independent
Schools

REPORTED EFFECTS

Independence not greatly
affected

Deprivatization of
independent

schools

It is possible that a greater amount of money infused would yield greater and more

noticeable effects. It is also possible that more stringent government involvement and

controls may cause more obvious effects. The system currently in place poses no

significant challenges to the basic premises of independent schools.

Having said that, it should be pointed out that there seems to be a consensus that

while change is indeed occurring in the independent schools of this province, it is not

clear whether this change is truly attributable to government funding or whether it is
occurring for any number of other reasons.

. Independent schools not
truly independent - only
independent of public
sector

. Admissions still seleptive

. Religion plays integral part

. Basic school structure
remains as it was prior to
funding

. Beliefs and philosophies

EXPLANATION
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. Strong independent

system

' Improved programs
. Easier to subsidize

students
. Tuitions held at bay
. Improved salaries
. Improved standards
. Accountability
. Reliable source of funds

are what establish

. Better quality education
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Because 80 percent government funding to independent schools wilt not be fully

implemented until 1997 at the very earliest (and depending upon the condition of the

economy' perhaps later), it is very difficult to determine what its full effects will
ultimately be. If the status quo is maintained, it may be safe to say that the implications

of government funding on independent schools will not be tremendously significant. If,
however, the situation changes dramatically, then the impact of government money may

indeed end up being of great concern. It may therefore be interesting to follow this study

with a similar one in three to four years, at which time that which has been reported in

this thesis can be challenged or supported.
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Petition Number 5757

" l. That your Excellency the governor General-in-Council may entertain the said

appeal and may consider the same, and may make such provisions and give

such directions for the hearing and consideration of the said appeal as may be

thought proper.

2. That it may be declared that the said Acts (53 vic., caps. 37 and 3g) do

prejudicially affect the rights and privileges with regard to denominational

schools, which Roman Catholics had by law or practice in the Province at the

union.

3. That it may be'declared that the said last mentioned Acts do affect the rights

and privileges of the Roman Catholic minority of the queen's subjects in

relation to education.

4. That it may be declared that to Your Excellency the Governor General-in-

Council, it seems requisite that the provisions of the statutes in force in the

Province of Manitoba, prior to the passage of the said Acts, should be

reenacted insofar at least as may be necessary to secure to the Roman

catholics in the said province the right to build, maintain, equip, manage,

conduct and support their schools in the manner provided for by the said

Statutes, to secure to them their proportionate share of any grant made out of

the public funds for the purpose of education, and to relieve such members of

the Roman Catholic church as contribute to such Roman Catholic schools from

138
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all payment or contribution to the support of any other schools, or that the said

Act of 1890 should be so modified or amended as to effect such purposes.

And that such further or other declaration in order may be made as to your

Excellency the Governor General-in-Council shall, under the circumstances,

seem proper, and that such directions may be given, provisions made and all

things done in the premises for the purpose of affording relief to the said

Roman Catholic minority in the said province as to Your Excellencv-in-

Council may seem meet. "

5.



By remedial Order-in-Council PC834 dated March 21,1895 His Excellency the Governor

General-in-Council allowed the appeal of Her Majesty's Roman Catholic Subjects in

Manitoba, and His Excellency did order, adjudge and declare:

"That by the two acts passed by the legislature of the Province of Manitoba

on the lst day of May, 1890, entitled respectively "An Act Respecting the

Department of Education: and "an Act Respecting Public Schools", the

rights and privileges of the Roman Catholic minority of the said province,

in relation to education, prior to the lst day of May, 1890, have been

affected by depriving the Roman Catholic minority of the following rights

and privileges, which, previous to and until the lst day of May, 1890 such

minority had:

(a) the right to build, maintain, equip, manage, conduct and support Roman

Catholic schools, in the manner provided for by the said statutes which were

repealed by the two acts of 1890 aforesaid.

þ) the right to share proportionately in any grant made out of the public funds for

the purposes of education.

(c) the right of exception of such Roman Catholics, as contribute to the Roman

Catholic schools, from all payment or contribution to the support of any other

schools.

REMEDIAL ORDER.IN-COI.INCIL PC834

t40



His Excellency did further declare and decide that:

"It seems requisite that the system of education embodied in the two acts of 1890

aforesaid, shall be supplemented by a Provincial Act or Acts which will restore to

the Roman Catholic minority the said rights and privileges of which such minority

has been so deprived as aforesaid, and which will modify the said Acts of 1890,

so far and so far only as may be necessary to give effect to the provisions

restoring the rights and privileges in paragraphs (a), (b), (c) hereinbefore

mentioned.

Whereof the Lieutenant Governor of the Province of Manitoba for the time being,

and the legislature of the said province, and all persons whom it may concern, are

to take notice and govern themselves accordingly.
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THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS ACT
(C.C.S.M. c. P250)

Shared Services Regulation (1990/1991)

Regulation 149190
Registered June 29, 1990

Defrnitions

In this regulation,

"Act" means The Public Schools Act:

"eligible enrolment: has the meaning given to it in section l7I of the Act;

"full time equivalent pupils" means the number of pupils multiplied by the

percentage of the instructional day that the pupils are provided with public school

instruction by a certified teacher in a public school;

"number of pupils" means the total number of pupils enroled in a private school

on September 30th of the school yatr, with kindergarten pupils counted as one-half

a pupil;

"private school" means a private school as defined in The Education

Administration Act;

"school year" means the period from July I to June 30th of the following year;

"transported pupil" means a child

(a) who is enroled in a private school,

(b) who qualifies as a transported pupil under the support to School

Divisions Regulation, and
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(c) who, under an agreement under subsection 60(1) of the Act, is

transported from a point on a regular school bus route operated by the

board of a school division to another point on the same route.

Transportation

2(l) Where a school division has entered into an agreement under subsection 60(l) of

the Act to transport pupils enroled in a private school, the number of transported

pupils may be added to the pupits transported by the school division for the

putpose of calculating support for transportation under the Support to School

Divisions Regulation.

2Q) In no case shall the transportation support under subsection (1) exceed the rates set

out in the Support to School Divisions Regulation for public school pupils.

Facilities and Resources

3 Where a school division has entered into an agreement with a private school under

subsection 60(2) of the act, the minister of Finance shall, for the year to which the

agreement relates, pay to the school division in respect of pupils who are provided

with facilities and resources, a futl time equivalent pupil grant calculated in

accordance with the following formula:

FORMULA

F.T.E.PupilGrant:GxH



WHERE:

"G, is 40% of the 1989 block equalization and guaranteed support and lN% of

the January l, L990 to June 30, 1990 block equalization and guaranteed

support for the school division, as determined under the Support to School

Divisions Regulation, divided by the eligible enrolment of the school

division as of September 30, 1989;

t'H'' is the number of full time equivalent pupils provided with instruction by the

school division on September 30th of the school year.

Clinicians

4 Where a school division has entered into an agreement with a private school under

subsection 60(2) of the Act, the Minister of Finance shall, for the school year to

which the agreement relates, pay to the school division i respect of private school

pupils who are provided with clinician services by a qualified clinician, a pupil

grant calculated in accordance with the following formura:

FORMULA

PupilGrant:IxJ

WHERE:

'J" is 40% of the 1989 total clinician support and L00% of the January l, Igg0

to June 30, 1990 total clinician support for the school division, as

determined under the Support to School Divisions Regulation, divided by

the eligible enrolment of the school division as of September 30, 1989;

t45
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rrJ', is the number or pupils in the private school as of September 30th of the

school year.

Limil¿1¡sn on grants

5 No grant is payable under section 3 or 4 unless a statement that meets the

following requirements is first submimed to the minister:

(a) it is in a form approved by the minister and contains such information as the

minister considers necessary to properry calculate the grant;

(b) it is certified by the chairman and secretary-treasurer of the school division;

and

(c) it is certified by an authorized signing officer and principal of the private

school.

IVhen grants payable

6 The grants calculated under sections 3 and 4 shall be paid to the school division

as follows:

(a) 40% of the total amount in January of the school year; and

(b) 60% of the total amount in July of the next following school yar, or as soon

thereafter as the information required to calculate the amount is available to

the minister.

Coming into force

7 This regulation comes into force on July I, 1990.

Iune 27, 1990 Len Derkach

Minister of Education and Trainine



THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS ACT
(C.C.S.M. c. P250)

Private Schools Grants Regulation (1990/1991)

Regulation 150/90
Registered June 29, 1990

Defïnitions

1(1) In this regulation,

"Act" means The Public Schools Act;

"eligible pupil" means, subject to subsection (2), a pupil enroled full time

in a private school

(a) whose parent or legal guardian with whom the pupil resides, lives in

Manitoba; or

(b) who has attained the age of 18 years and is a Canadian citizen or

landed immigrant and resides in Manitoba;

but does not include

(c) a nursery pupil;

(d) an Indian pupil in respect of whose education an Indian Band or the

Government of Canada will be required to make a contribution to the

private school;

(e) a pupil who resides on land owned or administered by the Government

of Canada will be required to make a contribution to the private school;

or
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(Ð a pupil the cost of whose education is paid by an organization, school

division or institution.

"private school" means a private school as defined in The Education

Administration Act;

"school year" means the period from July 1 of one year to June 30 of the

following year;

lQ) For the pu{poses of the definition of "eligible pupil", a kindergarten pupil

counts as one-half an eligible pupil.

INSTRUCTION AND SERVICES GRANTS

Eligibility for grants

2 A private school is eligible for a grant under this Part only if the private

school was in operation with pupils in attendance during the 1989/90 school

year and received a grant under section 8 of the Private Schools Grants

Regulation, Manitoba regulation 124189, all or a portion of that school year.

Calculation of grant for 1990/91 school year

3(1) Subject to the provisions of this Part, the minister shall pay to a private

school, for the I990l9I school year, for each full time eligible pupil enroled

in the private school, a grant in respect of instruction and services,

calculated in accordance with the following formula:

PART 1



WHERE:

A - .545

B - the total categorical support payable to all school divisions less

curricular material support and special services support as determined

under the Support to School Divisions Regulation, for the period July

L, 1990 to June 30, 1.99I

C - total block, equalization and guaranteed support payable to all school

divisions as determined under the Support to School Divisions

Regulation for the period July 1 , r9g0 to June 30, L99r;

D - the total eligible enrolment, as defined in section l7L ofthe Act, for

all school divisions as of September 30, 1990.

3Q) In no case shall the grant calculated under subsection (1) exceed the total

operating expenditures of the private school other than expenditures for

curricular materials and special services.

Adjustment to grants for estimated data

4(1) A grant made under section 3, initially shall be based on estimated date of

the finance board only and shall be subject to upward or downward

adjustment as may be required by a final calculation.

FORMULA

GRANT: AxB*C
D
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4(2) A final calculation of a grant made under section 3 shall be based on data

reported in the annual report of the finance board and the grant shall be

adjusted in accordance with subsection l3(2).

Adjustment to grants for days closed

5 If a private school does not operate the number of days prescribed under the

School Days, Hours and Vacations Regulation, the grant calculated under

section 3, shall be reduced in accordance with the following formula:

FORMULA

XxY
Z

WHERE:

X - the grant calculated under section 3;

Y - the number of days that the school is closed in the school year, over

and above the prescribed number;

z - the total number of days prescribed for the school vear.

.A.djustment to grant for non-certiflred teachers

6 If a teacher employed by a private school does not hold a valid and

subsisting teaching certificate issued under The Education Administration

Act, the grant calculated under section 3 shall be reduced by an amount

calculated using the following formula:

FORMULA

Amount:ExFxG



WHERE:

E - percentage of approved instructional time that the non-certified

teacher teaches approved courses;

F - the number of eligible pupils taught by the non-certified teacher;

G - the grant for eligible pupil calcurated under section 3.

Low incidence support

7(l) In this section,

(a) "low incidence I pupil" means an eligible pupil who is trainable

mentally handicapped, moderately multi-handicapped, severely

physically handicapped, severely hearing impaired, severely visually

impaired, very severely learning disabled or very severely emotionally

disturbed;

(b) "low incidence II pupil" means an eligible pupil who is severely multi-

handicapped, severely psychotic or autistic, or profoundly deaf;

(c) "low incidence III pupil" means an eligible pupil who is profoundly

multi-handicapped.

7Q) In addition to the grants for which provision is made in section 3, if a

private school provides special assistance for low incidence pupils who are

enroled in the school on September 30 or January 1 of the school year, the

amount of support which may be provided to the private school in each

school year shall be:

(a) $3,300. for each low incidence I pupil;

(b) $7,100. for each low incidence II pupil;
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(c) $15,800. for each low incidence III pupil; which shall be calculated ar

40% of the amount for those pupils enroled on September 30 and,60%

of the amount for those pupils enroled on January 1.

7Q) The decision of the minister as to the classification of a pupil as a low

incidence I, low incidence II or a low incidence III pupil is final for the

purpose of this regulation

7(4) In no case shall the amount paid to a private school under subsection (Z)

exceed the actual cost to the private school of salaries, fringe benefits,

supplies and equipment for the provision of services to low incidence pupils.

Requirements for grants

8(1) Subject to subsection (2), no grant is payable under this part unless the

private school complies with the provisions of clauses 60(5)(a) to (e) of the

Act and sections 9 to L2 of this part.

8(2) A private school shall comply

(a) with clauses 60(5Xa) to (e) of the Acr and secrions g and 10,

subsecrions 11(l) ro (5) of this parr by ocrober 3r, rggo; and (b) with

subsections 11(6) to (9) and section 12 of this Part by October 31,

199t.

Certification required

9(1) A private school shall submit to the minister a statement certified by an

officer authorized by the minister and the principal of the private school that

the requirements of the Act and this regulation have been met.



9Ø The statement referred to in subsection (1) shall be in a form approved

the minister.

Administrative accountabilitv

10(1) The private school shall comply with the following sections of the

"Administrative Handbook for Manitoba Schools":

(a) Goals of Learning

(b) School Program

(c) Time Allotments

(d) Provincial and Local Programs;

(e) Program Requirements K-9

(Ð Electives;

(g) High School Program Requirements;

(h) Mature Students.

l0Q) With the approval of the minister, the private school may make

modifications in applying the provisions set out in subsection (1) to reflect

the unique religious perspectives, cultural objectives, or values of the private

school.

10(3) With the approval of the minister, the private school may vary the hours of

instruction as set out in the Time Allotments section of the Administrative

Handbook.

Financial accountability

11(1) The private school shall annually appoint an auditor and advise the minister

of the auditor's name and address.
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ll2) A financial statement or report required to be audited under this section shall

be audited by a professional accountant who is a registered member in good

standing of an institute, association or society of accountants established by

an Act of the Legislature, or by a firm of professional accountants, all the

partners of which are so registered.

11(3) The auditor of the private school shall annually make an examination of the

f,rnancial affairs, books, accounts, records, and transactions of the private

school.

ll(4) The financial statement required under this section shall be in a form

approved by the minister.

11(5) An examination made under subsection (3) shall be in accordance with

generally accepted auditing practices, and shall include a general review of

the adequacy of the accounting procedures and system of internal control

employed to preserve and protect the assets.

11(6) The auditor shall, not later than October 31 in each year, make a report to

the private school on the annual financial statements examined by the auditor

as at the close of the immediately preceding school year; and the report shall

state

(a) whether the examination included

(Ð a general review of the accounting procedures of the

private school, and
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(iÐ such tests of accounting records, and examination of

other supporting evidence,

as the auditor considers necessarv

circumstances; and

(b) whether, in the auditor's opinion, the balance sheet, statement

of revenue and expenditure, statement of surplus and statement

of changes in financial position present fairly the financial

position of the private school at the end of the immediately

preceding school yeaÍ, and the results of its operations for the

immediately preceding school yeaÍ, in accordance with

generally accepted accounting principles.

ll(7) The auditor shall submit to the private school a supplementary report on his

or her examination not later than October 31 in each year in which the

auditor shall state

(a)

in the

whether, in the auditor's opinion the accounting procedures or

systems of control employed by the private school are adequate

to preserve and protect its assets;

whether there are any other matters which the auditor considers

should be brought to the attention of the private school or the

minister; and in the report, the auditor shall make such

recommendations as seem necessary regarding the proper

performance of duties, and keeping of records, by the officers

and employees of the private school; and

(b)
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(c) whether any irregularity or discrepancy in the administration of

the affairs of the private school came to the auditor's notice in

the course of his or her examination.

11(8) The auditor shall furnish one copy of each report to the minister.

11(9) Not later than October 31 in each year, eachprivate school shall furnish to

the minister a duly audited financial statement showing the revenues,

expenditures and other financial information relating to the private school

for the immediately preceding school year, and the financial position of the

school at the close of the immediately preceding school year.

Student records

12 Not later than September 1 of the current school year, the private school

shall submit to the minister a record of final academic standing achieved by

each student in grades 10, 1L and 1.2 in the private school for the preceding

school year in a form approved by the minister.

When grants payabte

13(1) The grants calculated under sections 3 and 7 shall be paid to the private

school as follows:

(a) 40Vo in November of the school year;

(b) 30% in January of the school year;

(c) 20% in May of the school year; and

(d) l0% in July of the nexr following school year.
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13Q) Where a grant is adjusted under section 4, the adjustment shall be made to

the grant on the first payment date referred to in subsection (1) of the

finance board in the Legislature.

13(3) 'Where 
a grant is adjusted under section 5 or 6, the adjustment shall be made

to the grant on the July payment date referred to in clause 13(1Xd).



Deflrnitions

14(l) In this Part,

"curricular materials: means textbooks, library books, reference books,
workbooks, film strips, slides, charts, maps, notion pictures,
phonodiscs, audio tapes, recordings and other such instructional
materials that are or may be available through the Manitoba Text Book
Bureau, and includes the costs repair of textbooks and such other costs

as may be approved by the minister, but does not include instructional
equipment or hardware;

"private school pupil" means a pupil enroled in a private school on

September 30 of the school year, where the pupils are provided with
authorized textbooks free of charge.

l4Q) For the purposes of calculating a grant under this Part, a kindergarten pupil
is counted as one-half a "private school pupil".

Amount of grant

15 A private school may make expenditures for curricular materials through
the Manitoba Text Book Bureau, and for that purpose the minister may
pay a grant of $40. in each school year for each private school pupil.

Grant payable to Text Book Bureau
t6 The Minister of Finance, on the requisition of the minister, shatl pay to

the Manitoba Text Book Bureau at such time as may be required, such
amounts as may be necessary for curricular materials ordered by the
private school and supplied by the Manitoba Text Book Bureau, but the
total of those amounts shatl not exceed the total support to the private
school determined under section 15.

{Jnexpended balance as credit

CT]RRICT]LAR MATERIALS GRANTS

PART 2
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17 Where in any school year the amount expended by a private school for
curricular materials through the Manitoba Text Book Bureau is less than
the amount determined under section 15, the unexpended balance shall
remain as a credit to be used by the private school for purchase of
curricular materials in subsequent school years, and any unexpended
balance shall be added to the grant determined for the private school
under section 15 for the next school vear.

Coming into force

18(1) This regulation, except subsections 11(6) to (9) and section lZ, comes into
force on July 7, 1990.

18(2) Subsections 11(6) to (9) and section 12 come inro force on July l, IggI.

June 27, 1990 Len Derkach

Minister of Education and Training
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Nlo. 0001
School Division: Winnipeg

Independent Schools by School Division

(Schools' Finance Branch, lggl)

Balmoral Hall
630 Westminster Avenue Winnipeg Manitoba R3C3S1

Faith Academy
1039 Pritchard Avenue Winnipeg Manitoba R2XOG3

Holy Ghost School
333 Selkirk Avenue Winnipeg Manitoba R2W2LS

Immaculate Heart of Mary School
650 Flora Avenue Winniþeg Manitoba R2W2S5

Indian Metis Holiness School
333 Alexander Avenue Winnipeg Manitoba R3AONl

Joseph Wolinsþ Collegiate
437 Matheson Avenue Winnipeg Manitoba R2WOEI

Linden Christian School
877 V/ilkes Avenue Winnipeg Manitoba R3plBg

Mennonite Brethren Collegiate Institute
180 Riverton Avenue Winnipeg Manitoba R2L2ES

Montessori Learning Centres Inc.
170 Ashland Avenue Winnipeg Manitoba R3L1L1

Msgr. James K. Maclsaac School
249 Arnold Avenue Winnipeg Manitoba R3LOW4

Ramah Hebrew School
705 Lanark Street Winnipeg Manitoba R3N1M4

t6l

Total
Enrolment

454

105

218

203

260

82

503

65

r25

305



No. 0001
School DivisÍon: lVinnipeg

$gd_River Valley Junior Academy
56 Grey Street Winnipeg Maniroba R2L1V3

St. Raphael's Academy
478 McKenzie Street Winnipeg Manitoba R2W5B9

St. Edward's School
836 Arlington Streer Winnipeg Manitoba RïEZF,4
St. Gerard's School
40 Foster Street Winnipeg Manitoba R2L1r

St. Ignatius' School
239 Harrow Street Winnipeg Manitoba R3M2y3

St. John Brebeuf School
605 Renfrew Streer V/innipeg Manitoba R2N1JS

St. Mary's Academy
550 Wellington Crescent Winnipeg Manitoba R3MOCl

91.^Y*y! Montessori School (Children's House)
150 Pacific Avenue Winnipeg Manitoba R3B3Kb

Talmud Torah/I.L . Pertez School
427 Matheson Avenue Winnipeg Manitoba R2WOEl

Torah Academv
620 Brock Strót Winnipeg Maniroba R3NOZ4

University of Winnipeg, Collegiate Division
Room 2W04 515 Portage Avenue
Winnipeg Manitoba R3B2E9

Westgate Mennonite Collegiate
86 West Gate Winnipeg Manitoba R3C2E1

Zion Chnstian Academy
305 Machray Avenue Winnipeg Manitoba R2W1A3

Ðivision Total

Total
Enrolment

83

162

6

173

t04

265

226

523

85

163

86

507

283

26

4,959



No. 0002
School Division: St. James-Assiniboia

Kirkfield Park Christian Academv
618 Muriel Srreet ìVinnipeg Maiútoba P.ZyOyz

St. Charles Academv
331 St. Charles Streêt Winnipeg Manitoba R3K1T6

The Laureate Academv
367 Hampton Street Winnipeg Manitoba R3J1p7

Winnipee Mennonite Elementarv
26 Coluñrbus Crescent Winnipég Manitoba R3KOC6

Division Total

No. 0003
School Division: Assiniboine South

Early Childhood Education Centre
3$A Batchelor Avenue Winnipeg Manitoba R3ROP1

St. Paul's Hieh School
2200 Grant .{venue Winnipeg Manitoba R3pOp8

Victorious Faith Christian Academv
50 Scurfield Road Winnipeg Manítoba R3ylG4

Division Total

Total
Enrolment

38

r63

No. 0005
School Division: Fort Garrv

179

McGillivray Montessori School
Box 99 Fdrr Whyte Manitoba ROGOGO

St. John's Ravenscourt School
400 South Drive Winnipeg Manitoba R3T3K5

St. Maurice School
1639 Pembina Highway Winnipeg Maniroba R3T2G6

Division Total

40

285

s42

Total
Enrolment

7

515

17

539

TotaI
Enrolment

27

693

284

1,004



No. 0006
School Division: St. Vital

Christ the Kine School
8 Lennox Aveñue Winnipeg Manitoba R2M1A6

Springs of Living Water
Christian Academy 479 St. Mary's Road
Winnipeg Manito6a R2M3L1

St. Emile School
552 St. Anne's Road Winnipeg Manitoba R2M3G4

Division Total

No. 0008
School Division: Norwood

Holy Cross School
300 Dubuc Street Winnipeg Manitoba R2H1E4

St. Boniface Diocesan Hieh
282 Dubuc Street Winnip'eg Manitoba R2H1E4

Division Total

Total
Enrolment

135

92

r64

No. 0009
School Division: River East

Calvin Christian School
245 Sutton Avenue Winnipeg Manitoba R2GOTI

St. Alphonsus School
343 Munroe Avenue Winnipeg Manitoba R2K1H2

The King's School
851 Panet Road Winnipeg Manitoba FtZK4Cg

Division Total

2r2

439

Total
Enrolment

242

193

435

Total
Enrolment

304

228

84

616



No. 0010
School Division: Seven Oaks

Oholei Torah School
c/o R.H. Kravetsky
2095 Sinclair Streét Winnipeg

No. 0012
School Division: Transcona-Springfield

Immanuel Christian School
215 Rougeau Avenue Winnipeg Manitoba F(ZC3Z}

St. Joseph The Worker School
505 Brewster Street Winnipeg Manitoba R2C2W6

Division Total

Manitoba R2v3K2

Division Totat

Total
Enrolment

27

No. 0013
School Division: Agassiz

Christian Faith Academv
Box 459 Pine Falls Marútoba ROE1MO

Riverside School
Box 136 Elma Manitoba ROEOZO

165

St. Ouens Christian Academy

Box 645 Beausejour Manitoba

Willow Grove School
Box 783 Beausejour Manitoba

27

Total
Enrolment

103

108

ROEOCO

ROEOCO

Division Total

ztl

Total
Enrolment

9

49

27

l8

103



No. 0014
School Division: Seine Riyer

New Life Church School
Box 468 Lorette Manitoba ROZOYO

Division Total

No. 0015
School Division: Hanover

Country View School
Box 390 Steinbach Manitoba ROA2AO

Greenland School
R. R. #1 Sr. Anne Manitoba ROZ1RO

Kleefeld Christian School
Box 167 Kleefeld Manitoba ROAOVO

New Hope Christian School
Box 188 Kleeleld Manitoba ROAOVO

Steinbach Bible College
Box 1420 Steinbach Manrioba ROA2AO

Zion Fellowship Christian School
Box 3670 Steiñbach Manitoba ROA2AO

Division Total

Total
Enrolment

17

166

No. 0016
School Division: Boundarv

t7

Total
Enrolment

20

Greenbank School
General Delivery Rouseau River Manitoba ROAIPO

Division Total

86

30

30

86

L6

268

Total
Enrolment

L6

L6



No. 0018
School Division: Rhineland

Horndean Christian Day School
Box 79 Horndean Mariitoba ROGOZO

Mennonite Collegiate institute
Box 250 Gretna Manitoba ROGOVO

Division Total

No. 0019
School Division: Morris-MacDonald

Morris Christian Dav School
Box22 R.R. #2 Ivfõrris Manitoba ROG1KO

Prairie View School
Box 117 Rosenort Manitoba ROG1WO

Division Total

No. 0022
School Division: Evergreen

Total
Enrolment

T7

t67

Interlake Mennonite Fellowship School
Box 388 Arborg Manitoba ROCOAO

Lake Centre Mennonite Fellowship School
Box 417 Arborg Manitoba ROCOAO

Living Hope School
Box 253 Arborg Manitoba ROCOAO

Mennville School
Box 448 Riverton Manitoba ROC2RO

Morweena Christian School
Box 1030 Arborg Manitoba ROCOAO

Division Total

150

167

Total
Enrolment

2l

59

80

Total
Enrolment

62

T2

L2

59

34
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No. 0024
School Division: Portage la Prairie

Highway Tabernacle School
1680 Saskatchewan Avenue'West
Portage la Prairie Manitoba RlNON7

Portage Christian Academy
Box 1300 Portage la Prairie Manitoba R1N3L5

Wesþark School
Box 91 Portage la Prairie Manitoba R1N3B2

Division Total

No. 0025
School Division: Midland

Dufferin Christian School
Box 1450 Carman Manitoba ROGOJO

Division Total

Total
Enrolment

18

No. 0026
School Division: Garden Vallev

Prairie Mennonite School
Box 53 Plum Coulee Manitoba ROG1RO

Division Total

168

23

94

135

Total
Enrolment

139

139

Total
Enrolment

30

30



No. 0029
School Division: Tiger HiIIs

Rock Lake Christian Academv
Box 22 Pilot Mound Manito6a

Shady Lane School
Shady Lane Colony Box 117
Treherne Manitoba ROG2VO

No. 0030
School Division: Pine Creek

Austin Christian School
Box 226 Austin Manitoba

Austin Mennonite School
Box 267 Austin Manitoba

ROGlPO

No. 0031
School Division: Beautiful Plains

Pine Creek School
Pine Creek Colonv Box299
Austin Manitoba ROHOCO

Division Total

Total
Enrolment

5

ROHOCO

ROHOC0

Division Total

r69

Shady Oak Christian School
General Delivery Birnie Manitoba ROJOJO

Division Total

Ir{o. 0033
School Division: Dauphin Ochre Area #L

t6

Total
Enrolment

30

18

48

Total
Enrolment

13

11

Western Christian Colleee
Box 5000 Dauphin Mañtoba R7N2V5

Division Total

42

Total
Enrol¡nent

85

85

55



No. 0035
School Division: Swan Vallev

Community_Bible Fellowship Christian SchoolBox 1630 -swan 
River Manito6ã--RöLlzö""^

pmnlangel Fellowship Christian School
Box 9 Kenville Manìtoba ROaOBO 

--

Riverdale School
R.R. #1 Kenville Manitoba ROLOZO

Division Total

No. 0036
School Division: Intermountain

ParHand Christian School
Box 480 Roblin Manitoba ROLlp0

Poplar Grove School
Box 72 Grandview Manitoba ROLOYO

St. Vladimar's Colleee
Box 789 Roblin Mañitoba ROL1PO

Division Total

Total
Enrolment

34

18

43

95

Total
Enrolment

45

34

51

130

Total
Enrolment

10

10

Total
Enrolment

62

101

163

No. 0039
School Division: Rolling River

Potter's Wheel Christian School
Box 315 Rapid Ciry Manitoba-ROK1WO

Division Total

170

No. 0040
School Division: Brandon

Bethel Christian Academv
440 Richmond Avenue Érandon Manitoba R7A6E9

Christian Heritage School
Box 1242 Branifon Manitoba R7A6K4

Division Total



No. 0041
School Division: Fort la Bosse

Stony Creek School
Box 64 Sinclair Manitoba ROM2AO

Division Total

No. 004,/-
School Division: Turtle Mountain

Killarney Christian Academv
Box 1150 Killarney Maniroba ROKlGO

Lakeside Christian School
Box 894 Killarney Manitoba

Rock Lake School
Box 69 Cartwright Manitoba

No. 0047
School Division: Western

Morden Colleee
Box 305 Morãen Manitoba ROG1JO

Division Total

Total
Enrolment

35

35

ROK1GO

ROKOLO

Division Total

T7L

No. 2355
School Division: Mystery Lake

Total
Enrolment

t2

t2

33

57

Thompson Christian Academv
328 Thompson Drive N. ¿

Thompson Manitoba R8NOC4

Total
Enrolment

40

40

Division Total

Total
Enrolment

l6

16
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Subsection 60(5) of The Public Schools Act:

The minister may under the regulations make grants to a private school in
respect of instruction and services offered by the private school to children enrolled
therein, where the minister is satisfied that:

(a) the private school teaches a sufficient number of courses approved under
The Education Administration Act to ensure that children enrolled in a
private school receive an education of a standard equivalent to that
received by children in public schools.

O) the teachers teaching the approved courses to children enrolled in the
private school hold valid and subsisting teaching certificates issued under
The Education Administration Act.

(c) the Department of Education has approved the core curriculum of the
school

(d) the private school has a legally incorporated Board of Directors.
(e) the private school has an elected advisory board that

(Ð includes at least three persons who are parents or guardians of
children enrolled in the private school.

(iÐ reports on the private school on a regular basis during the school
year and not less often than once in each school term, to the parents
or guardians of students enrolled in the private school.

(Ð not proclaimed
(g) the private school is in compliance with such other requirements as may be

prescribed by regulation.
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Submission to the Premier and Cabinet

of
The Province of Manitoba

by

The Manitoba Teacher's Societv

January 1989

The primary object of the Manitoba Teachers' Society since its formation in 1919 has

been to promote and advance the cause of education in Manitoba. The Society

believes that every child in Manitoba is entitled to an education that meets his or her

need and that the most important part of the educational system is the public school.

The Society is not opposed to the existence of private schools but believes that where

formed they be under the regulation of the Minister of Education and that they not be

publicly funded. The Society supports the position adopted almost 20 years ago by

the Roblin Government for the provision of some shared services to private schools.

Education delivery for centuries was either religiously based or a matter of privilege

dependent upon socio-economic status. The creation of public education systems was

an effort to overcome these biases and to provide a measure of equity for all. There

has been a recognition by states that the proper functioning of democratic societies is

dependent upon the educational development of their populace and hence states'

involvement in public education. That recognition has been exemplified by the

success of the North American experience and of the so called western countries. To

the extent that other nations have been able to follow in the provision of universal

education development has occurred and standards of living have improved. It is
safe to say that the development of western societies is directly linked to the

development of their public education systems.
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The provision of public funding to Manitoba's private schools on an ever increasing

basis is in fact creating another public system but without concomitant public school

accountability and responsibility. The continuation of public funding can do nothing

but damage the existing public system and in fact can be seen to be publicly

supporting an elitism for which the very creation of a public system of education was

to overcome.

The current situation in Manitoba ignores the denominational rights and privileges in
existence at the time of Manitoba's entry into confederation, the so-called Manitoba

schools question, and now funds all types of private schools. It is setting the stage

with a strong potential for a return to a multitude of one-two-three room school

districts that we moved away from in the late 60s, but now will be publicly funded

private schools. The equality provisions of Section 15 of the Charter may certainly
make this potential a reality.

A publicly funded school system is there for all to use. If some choose not to, as is

their right, they should do so without an expectation for public funding to do

something else. No such public funding is provided in any other sphere nor should

it be.

In spite of our opposition and concerns, private schools are being publicly funded in
Manitoba. The basis of this funding in itself is flawed and over generous. Its
continuation and increase will adversely affect the quality of education in our public

schools.

The current formula for funding private schools is a per pupil grant based on 40% of
the average per pupil provincial support inclusive of block, categorical, equalization

and guarantees in the GSEP. The government is committed to raise this to 50%.

What is the rationale for basing support to private schools on programs they do not
provide (i.e. the incentive grants in categorical funding)? Why base funding to



private schools on the need of public school divisions for guarantees and

equalization?

One of the most glaring anomalies of support to private schools in the current system

is that private schools receive the full amount of per pupil support for curricular
materials and then, in addition, received 40% of this amount since categorical grants

are included in the provincial support upon which private school grants are now

calculated.

Questions may also be raised about support to those private schools that have high

tuition fees. The combination of these fees plus support from other sources such as

endowment funds, lottery grants and now a significant level of provincial support

allow such institutions to provide their services with a support level as much as

double that available to public schools. Some offset of provincial support should

occur in cases of this kind.

The present system commits a significant level of public money into private schools

without recipients being governed by the regulations and laws imposed on public

schools. At what stage do publicly funded private schools cease to be private and

become public? There is need to recognize that a second publicly supported system

is being created. Having done this, the government has a responsibility to regulate

this system and enact laws of governance consistent with a publicly funded education

system.

Respectfully submitted

Judy Balabas

r82

President

The Manitoba Teachers' Societv



1988 Manitoba Teachers' Society poticy Handbook

C 4 THE ADMINISTRATION OF PRIVATE SCHOOLS IN MANITOBA

c4.01 Basic Princioles with Resoect to the ooeration of private schools

The Society advocates:

.1 That all.teachers engaged in private schools be certified in accordance with the statues andRegulations of Manitoba.

.2 That the establishment of private schools be subject to the approval of the Minister.'3 That private schools offer a curriculum and a standard of eOucätion comparable to thatoffered by the public schools.
'4 That the physical characteristics of private schools reflect the health, comfort and safety ofall children.

c4.01
'5 That all private schools be subject to inspection by Manitoba Education at the request ofthe Minister, or the school board of the area in which they are located, or the authorities ofthe private school.
'6 That all private schools be governed by the same attendance requirements as are stated bylaw for public schools.
'7 That all private schools be considered ineligible for funding from the provincial Treasury.

(Reaffirmed, AGM, 1997)

C4.O2 Shared Services - Basic princioles

The Society advocates:

.1 That services be offered to private school students on a part-time basis by the public
school teachers in the public school system.

'2 That the interests of the public schooísystem and of the children within the public schoolsystem be fully preserved.
.3 That the author¡ty of the public school administration be recognized.

(AGM, 1984, p. 55)

C1.O3 Teacher. Puoil, and proqram Fundinq in Manitoba

The Society advocates:

.1 General Principles Undedying the Soc¡ety's Policy on Education Finance

(a) That every child in Manitoba is entitled to an education that meets his or her needs.(b) The most important part of the education system is the public school. Therefore.
when economies are being effected, the last to be considered shall be those whichmight adversely affect the quality of education in the public scnoots.

(AGM, 1994, p. 56l
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Excerpt from the Manitoba Teachers, Societv Act
OBJECTS

4' The objects of the society are (a) to promote and advance the cause of education in Manitoba;(b) to advance and safeguard the welfare of teacher in Manitoba; {c) to enhance the teachingprofession in Manitoba; (d) to address social issues that affect tn" t"u"ninö frofession inManitoba; (e) to cooperate with other organizations in canada or elsewherã i:raving the same orlike aims and objects; and (f) to take measures that are not inconsistent with th¡s Act or anyAct of the Legislature which the Society considers necessary. or advisable to give effect to anypolicy adopted by it with respect to any question directly or indirectly affectirig teaching,teachers or education.



FUNDING PRIVATE SCHOOLS:

VIEWS OF PUBLIC SCHOOL TRUSTEES

A Brief Prepared by:

The Manitoba Association of School Trustees

191 Provencher Blvd.

Winnipeg
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Presented to:

Members of the Legislative Assembly

Government of Manitoba

January 26, 1989



The Manitoba A,seociation of school Trustees is a voluntary aseociationrepresenting all public school boards in Manitoba. MAST serves aE a vehiclethrough which boards unite in order to pursue common educat,ionar objectives.our organization'e mission is to enEure that the public voice in education ieeffectively expressed t,hrough the 500 locally elected school trustees who areresponeible for the education of approximately 2OorOoo etudents in the publicschools of our province.

rn Manitoba, political responsibility for education is shared exclueivelyby Members of the Legislature and localry erected schoor trustees.
Historically, provincial government have understood t,hat thie responeibitityrequires it to make an uncompromised commitment to its public school system.

During the 1988 provincial- erection campaign, all three provincial partiespromised increased support t'o private schools, disagreeing onty on the rate ofincrease and upper rimit of support. rn this respect, Members of theLegislative Assembly do not represent the voters of the province. Most
Manitobans do not support provincial funding of private schools. The 19g6-g7survev of Public Attitudes prepared for the Manitoba cabinet found that 59 percent of Manitobans are opposed to provincial funding of private schoole; only36 per cent support. the idea.

Manitoba school trustees are extremely concerned about the acceleratedpace at which successive governments have diverted educat,ion funds from publicschools to the private school system. Trustees are duty-bound to point outthe implications of this decision by members of the provincial regielature toincrease funding to private schools. The objective of this presentation isto inform you of these concerns, and to recomnend to you some alternativecourses of action.
Public Schools are Underfunded

successive provincial governments have consistently faired to fulfit theircommitments t,o adequat,ely fund the public school sysÈem. For exampre, theprovince's 1989 funding package fairs to provide any increase to theinadequate level of grant support provided for special needs (handicapped)students. fn many casee, these grants nor^r cover less than half the cost ofeducat,ing handicapped students.
Increased government support for alternatives to public schools should notbe provided at the expense of the public school system. The provincial

govern'ment increased funding to private schools by 53.Z million in 19gg, butcould not find an extra dorlar for the handicapped etudent,s of Èhe province.This is unacceptable to Manitoba's school t,rustees, and to t,he parente andstudent,s we represent.

lfasr therefore urges the provincial gover¡¡¡ner¡t to refrain from furtherincreasing tbe percentage of funding provided to private schools until thegover¡r¡nent fulfils its connitment. to fund adequately the province,s publicschool syst,em.

Fuuding private Schools:
Views of public School Trust,ees
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Private Schoole Lack Accountabitity

school trueteee recognize the right of parents to exercise choice in
matters of education. Parents choose among the programs offered by their
public school division, and through the election process they choose the
trustees who represent them on the local school board. They may also choose
to send their child to a private school, or to educate their child aÈ home.
We support the right of parents to make these choices.

The constitutional responsibility of the provincial government to ensure
that all children receive a guality education exists whet,her the st,udent is
being educated in a public school, in a private school, or in the home.
However, in the caee of private schools, the provincial government has
abandoned this responsibility. The Department of Education makee no serious
attempt to monitor the quality of education provided by private schools; in
1988r the Department had only one part-time employee assigned t,o ',Iiaise,, with
the 85 privat,e schools repreeenting almost 10ro0o students.

Forty-five of theee private schools received S11.1 million in provincial
funding in 1988. To be eligible, they employ certified teachers and agree to
teach the Manitoba curriculum. The Department of Education does not monitor,
license or certify private schools in any way. private schools need not be
non-profit' they need not prepare or submit financial statements, and they
need not have elected boarde.

contrasÈ this eituation with the province's regulations governing child
day care. Whether or not the day care receives government funding, the
centres must comply with regulaÈions governing program, staff training, parent
participation, poricy manuars, behavior management, pupir-teacher ratioe,
equipment, and nutrition.

To address the lack of accountability of privat,e schools in Manitoba, MAST
urgea the provincial goverr¡¡ne¡lt to reguire annual certification of private
schools which receive public funds, to ensure that guality educat,ion is
provided for all students attending such schools.

Basis of Funding Unfair

Private schools should not receive public funds which were intended to
support educat,ion services which they do not deliver

The province's grants to private schools are calculat,ed as a percentage of
the province's total per pupil expenditure on public schools. This faile to
recognize the fact that the range of education services provide by theee ¡wo
systems ie fundamental_ly different.
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Public echools exist to provide an appropriate range of education servicee
to all students within a division. Thie requires a variety of epecialized
services. The province encourages provision of these services by providing
categorical grants to eupport extensive transportation and special needs
syetems, peychological and clinician services (which the public schoole also
extend to private school students), compensatory programs, a variety of
Ianguage proçtra¡ne, and many others.

Private schools are not required to provide these high-cost, services.
However, becauee their grants are based on a percentage of total per pupit
expendituree, they now receive 40 per cent of the funding without delivering
many of the services.

similarly, private schools receive a percentage of egualization funds
dietributed by the province to compensate school divisions which have a low
tax base. They also receive a percentage of the monies paid by the province
to guarantee that school divisions with declining enrolments do not lose
revenue.

The only fair basis for determining the grant level to private schoole ie
the per pupil block grant set by the province. Last year, private echoole
received 71.3 per cent of the per pupil block grant provided to pubtic echoole
($1240 compared to $1740). As the 1989 block grant has been set, at g¿24o, 1;¡e
current private echools grant is equal to 55.4 per cent.

MAST therefore recomnends t,hat, the percentage of provincial funding t,o
private schools be calculated on the basis of tbe per pupil block grant only.
Conclusion:

Manitoba's school t,rustees have serious concerns about, the provincial
government's decision to dramatically increase funding of private schools
while continuing to underfund the public school system. we urge you, as the
elected officials with whom we share the responsibility for education, to t,ake
t,he following steps:

' fulfil your cornmitment to adequately fund public schools,
. require annual certification of privat,e schools, and

. base grant.e to private schools on the block grant only.
By bringing theee concerns to you directly, r"re trust that, you wirr act
promptly to reaffirm your commitment, to pubtic education, and to ensure that
aII Manitoba etudents will continue to have access to a quality education.

Verne Kulvk

president

Manit,oba Association of School Trustees


